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My Life in the Military 

 the Sad Sack cartoon drawings are a creation of  Sgt. George Baker and 
were redrawn by the author during the war in his scrapbook. The illustrations, unless 
otherwise noted are the work of the author. 

. 

To Anna, my guardian angel - - - 
 

Recent requests for the story of my life in the military have resulted 
in the volume that follows. 

This is a compilation of articles that I have written in the past or 
intend for use in future issues of the 339th Newsletter, thus the 
unavoidable repetition. I have been so occupied with that publication 
that I do not have the time or the desire to write anything more on 
personal experiences at this time. 

It is my hope that this endeavor on my part is satisfactory to those 
of you that were kind enough to show interest in my adventures in the 
air!  
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   American Campaign                          European Theater                      Victory Medal 

 

 

      Distinguished Flying Cross                     Air Medal                      Gold Medal of Vassa 

    For my combat service I was awarded the following medals; - Top - The Presidential Unit Citation. Next row - 
American Campaign, European Theater with three campaign stars, Air Offensive Europe, Northern France, Rhineland, 
Central Europe, Victory Medal, Air Medal with 9 oak leaf clusters, Distinguished Flying Cross and Sweden’s Gold Medal 
of Vassa (8th D.) 
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Introduction 
To my children, grandchildren and future great-grandchildren, two 

out of three of my fellow airmen were lost in battle. 
These men never had the opportunity to marry and have children and 

grandchildren - - - 
They never experienced the joys and pleasures of life as I did. 
The account that follows is a story of some of those men that risked 

their lives so that I and therefore, you could live in freedom and peace. I 
have spent my remaining days asking, “Why me?” Why was I spared while 
others were not? I have lived my life trying to earn that privilege. 

I beg of you, do not take their gift to you lightly. 
Earn it! 
      

1st Lt. Stephen C. Ananian 
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Prologue - 
The youngest of four children I learned early in my youth 

to ask for little. If one wanted something, you made it! 
We played “Stickball”, not Baseball. An old broomstick 

became a bat and a ball merely by cutting a six-inch piece off the 
end. The large piece became the bat and the small end, the ball. 
The manhole covers and fire hydrants in the city streets were the 
bases. 

We didn’t play soccer since we could not afford the ball! 
Instead we played ‘Kick-the-Can’. It’s the same game just that an 

empty tin can replaces the ball! 
If you found one odd roller skate, you made a scooter out of a three-foot length of 

two by four, and an orange crate. Just take the skate apart and attach the front two 
wheels on one end of the two by four and the rear wheels on the other. Nail the wooden 
orange crate to the assembly for handlebars and you had a scooter! 

When my older brother Harry, became a Western Union messenger, he rode a 
beautiful company owned bike to deliver telegrams. It was a royal blue “Columbia” 
bicycle with chrome fenders and balloon tires. 

I loved it! I wanted one too! In a few months I had one of my own, made of bike 
parts found in discarded rubbish. I recall trading a ‘Hindenburg’ Air Mail Stamp for the 
balloon tires. That stamp today would be worth a few hundred dollars, but come to 
think of it, so would that bike! 

That is the way it was. If you wanted something bad enough, you worked, you 
saved and you tried to figure out how to attain your dream. 

The same logic applied to my desire to fly. I started working when I was eleven 
years old delivering newspapers to houses in my neighborhood with my red wagon. I 
gave my mother the three dollars or so I made each week for her household expenses. 
She, in return gave me a quarter from time to time for myself to do with whatever I 
wished! I used the quarter to go to Floyd Bennett Airfield in Brooklyn. Ten cents for the 
round trip carfare on the Gravesend Trolley, and fifteen cents for two hotdogs and an 
orange drink from the pushcart at the airport. 

How I loved to watch the planes land and takeoff! Aviation was in my blood! 
I wanted to fly so bad that I could taste it! 
 
 
 
 
 
              

     

Cap Insignia of the Aviation Cadet 
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Life in the Wild Blue Yonder! 

The Early Years 
 

I, Stephen Carnig Ananian was born on 
Christmas Day, December 25th 1922 in New York 
City. I was the youngest of four children. Our family 
moved to Brooklyn when I was a mere lad of one. As 
a youth I loved aviation. I built model airplanes and 
read ‘Flying Aces’ and dreamed of flying. My heroes 
in those days were Charles Lindbergh, and the Air 
Racing Pilots, Roscoe Turner and Jimmy Doolittle.  

Little did I dream that I would some day be 
assigned to the Eighth Air Force, commanded by the 
very same Jimmy Doolittle and solo in a Bi-Plane at 
Souther Field in Americus, Georgia. The same air 
field that Charles Lindbergh soloed from twenty  
years earlier. 

I graduated from George Washington High 
School in New York City about June 1940 

When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on 
December 7th, 1941, I was a student at New York 
University College of Engineering. Upon hearing the 
news of the attack, I rushed home to inform my 
family that I intended to enlist in the Army and 
fight against our country’s enemies. 

My father, seeing that I was having difficulty 
getting the words out, said, “Son, your country needs you! What are you going to do 
about it?”  

The very next day I enlisted as an Aviation Cadet in the United States Army Air 
Corps. The Captain in charge told me they were overloaded and did not have enough 
flying schools, “Young man, go back to school for a few more months. We need educated 
men!” He enlisted me on an inactive status and promised they would call me up when 
they were ready. I was called to active duty on February 21st 1943. 

That morning my parents and family bid me farewell as the youngest member 
went off to war. Mother hugged me with tears in her eyes and said, “Do not dishonor 
your father’s name.” She was talking about illegitimate children, not cowardice!  

I will never forget it!  
Honor meant so much to our parents! 

 

      The sailor suit was not my 
idea. If it were up to me I'd be 
wearing helmet and goggles! 
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             Boot Camp training for me was at the 
Traymore Hotel in Atlantic City, NJ. Upon 
completion, I went to CTD (College training 
Detachment) for two months and then to 
Nashville, Tennessee for classification. 

It is there that I met my first 
Armenian in the service, Aviation Cadet 
Casper Haboian from Detroit, Michigan, I 
believe. Since his last name began with an 
“H” and mine with an “A” we were rarely in 
the same formations at Nashville. It is my 
recollection that Casper “washed out” of the 
cadet program and was sent to Biloxi, 
Mississippi to be reassigned. 

I just recently learned he must have 
eventually entered flight school as a NCO 
(Sergeant), earned his wings as a fighter pilot 
and became a “Flight Officer”. Casper was 
reported MIA (Missing In Action) on March 
18th, 1945 while flying Photo Reconnaissance 
in a F-6F (a photo Mustang). 

Flight Officer Haboian’s name appears 
on the “Wall of the Missing” at Margraten 
The American Military Cemetery in The 

Netherlands. He was 22 years old. 
After two months of physicals and 

academic testing we left Nashville. I had passed with high grades! I was classified as an 
Aviation Cadet and a student pilot! 

Primary School training was at Souther Field in Americus, Georgia where I flew 
the Stearman PT-17. This is the Field where Charles Lindbergh first soloed many years 
before. - I was in good company! 

Two months and sixty 
hours of flying time later, I 
graduated Primary and went on 
to Basic Training at Greenwood, 
Mississippi. From Basic I went 
on to Advanced Flying School at 
Jackson, Mississippi. There I 
flew the North American AT-6 
and my first fighter plane, the 
Curtis P-40 “War Hawk”. 

It was there that I came in 
contact with my second and only 
other Armenian in service. He 
was our Mess Sergeant; he had 
been a cook in Detroit Michigan. 
His name slips my old memory 

CTD - Reading PA, flying a Piper Cub! 

Souther Field – Primary – 
Instructor and students on the left - I am on the right! 
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at this point but I believe his name was Avedis Davidian (or David Avedisian.) Let’s call 
him Avedis for now. He was slightly older than I and treated me like his kid brother. 
The General in charge of the South East Training Command had awarded him the 
Bronze Star for his great “pilaf” recipe.  

As a cadet you ate together, slept together, flew together, and played together. 
When I came back from leave on weekends Avedis would be waiting for me, “Deghas 
(my son) are you OK? Have you eaten? Are you hungry?”  

If you recall, a young lad of twenty is always hungry at mid-night! 
Avedis would take me back to the kitchen and throw a steak on the fire. 
From poached eggs for breakfast to ‘Shish Kebab’ and steaks for dinner, he was 

always there, looking after me like his kid brother.  
On March 12th 1944, I graduated as a fighter pilot, from Jackson, Mississippi 

with the Class of  “44C”. We received our wings and commissions as Second Lieutenants 
in the ‘Army of the United States’.  

Avedis asked if I would allow him to pin on my wings when I graduated. 
I told him I would be honored.  
He pinned them on with great pride; he put his hands on my shoulders and said, 

“Hye Zeenvoor! (Armenian Soldier!)” 
He then presented me with a sterling silver “Parker Fifty-One” fountain pen, a 

graduation present! Avedis told me it was guaranteed not to leak at high altitudes! The 
guarantee that came with the pen said that the pen would be replaced if it did. 

One day I took it up to 35,000 feet on a mission and it leaked, but I would not 
send that pen back! Avedis had given it to me. He was a great person. We lost track of 
each other after that and I never again heard from him! 

When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor this country’s military were caught 
completely unprepared! The enemy had better planes and pilots; our top brass knew 
this. Only General Chenault and his mercenary airmen the Flying Tigers were showing 
any signs of success. Outnumbered these well trained, experienced pilots were holding 
out against superior aircraft and excellent Japanese pilots. 

If we were to succeed we had to train the best pilots. How would we accomplish 
this task? 

The Army Air Force’s answer was to demand high academic and physical 
standards. They then went further and eliminated 45% of these men. By doing that 
they got the best of the best - the cream of the crop! Even at the height of our need for 
airmen, when we were being hurled back on all fronts, these standards were never 
eased!  

The day before graduation word came that the flying weather had been bad and 
the group ahead of us (French Cadets) had not been able to complete their training. 
They did not have room for our whole graduating class! 

The instructors took us up for an instrument check ride and just Washed Out 
30% of the class. This training procedure seems wasteful but it paid off with success in 
the end. 

We had earned our wings and were now classified as fighter pilots. The group 
was sent to Dale Mabry Field at Tallahassee Florida. This was a fighter transition 
school where we learned combat tactics. While stationed there, we again flew the 
Curtiss P-40, the War Hawk! This was the fighter plane that was flown in the deserts of 
North Africa and by the Flying Tigers in China. It was a front-line fighter plane.                           
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Pilot's Wings 

Stearman PT-17 at Souther Field. 
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This photograph was taken on Sept. 23, 1943, at Souther Field, in Americus Georgia. 
I was flying with my instructor for about an hour. Flying instructions took place 

under very trying conditions. Since combat flying was bound to be under great stress, 
Flight training in the Army Air Force was 
deliberately made difficult by constantly 
harassing the student (toughen him up for 
Combat)! 

My instructor, portraying disgust, told me 
to land the plane and to keep the engine 
running, while he climbed out of the cockpit. 
He then yelled at me over the engine noise, 
“That does it Mister! You aren’t going to get 
another chance to kill me! You take this plane 
up and come back and land it by yourself. Your 
lousy flying may kill you but you aren’t going 
to get another chance to kill me!” - - - He then 
turned and walked away. 

I took off, circled the field and landed just 
as he instructed. The instructor shaking his 
head, walked up to the plane and told me to do 
it again, “ You just keep doing it until you kill 
yourself or learn to do it right!” 

I was on cloud nine! 
I had soloed after 4 hours of flying time in a 

Stearman PT-17, thus becoming the first 
member of my class to fly alone without the 
guidance of an instructor. 

The picture is a photo of me with the obligatory pipe, white scarf and gold wings on 
my garrison cap. Only Cadets that soloed wore that insignia (wings with propeller) on 
their cap. What a Great day! 

The nametag on the flight jacket is a strip of adhesive tape with my name printed on 
it in ink. Since the “wash-out” rate was about 45% nothing was made permanent!  

Yes that is a cotton field in the background. 
 
 
This was truly a great day, like Charles Lindbergh, I had soloed in a Bi-

plane at the very same field he had many years before. What a thrill! 

I was now a pilot! - - - - I was A Hot Pilot!   
 
 
 

 

 

I have just soloed!  9/23/43 
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An Aviator’s Dream! 
 

We were living in Brooklyn when I heard that Wiley Post and Will Rogers had 
died in an airplane crash. Wiley Post was an aviation pioneer and a racing pilot. He was 
one of my heroes and I was saddened by the news. A few months later they erected an 
aircraft-warning beacon on one of the towers of the George Washington Bridge in honor 
of this great aviator. I traveled from Brooklyn to the Bronx to attend the ceremony. 

I had never been outside of New York State! I once traveled to Hoboken and 
Jersey City in New Jersey via the Hudson Tubes. That was the extent of my out-of-state 
travels. 

Military service allowed me to associate with people from other parts of the 
country. For the first time in my life, I was able to see and meet, Americans where they 
lived. This was a rewarding experience. 

In those days it seemed to me, anyone from the south claimed he was a Texan. 
Just as most northerners wanted to be called New Yorkers. Even if they had only 
passed through or visited the city they said they were New Yorkers. 

All through my cadet training I had a friend, another cadet from Atlanta, 
Georgia. He called himself "Tex", short for Texas.  

Tex Gunnin was his name. I believe his real surname was William, but he was 
proud of Texas, and he always let you know it.  

We were at Dale Mabry Field in Tallahassee Florida, a Fighter Transition School 
they called it. This is the stage of our training where we learned what Aerial Combat 
was all about. We were no longer Cadets. We were Commissioned Officers, Pilots with 
wings and bars. No longer were we flying training planes. These were “top of the line” 
combat aircraft with .30 caliber machine guns. There was only one seat in these planes 

The P-40, War Hawk, “The Chomaklou Kid,” not an actual photograph since there are no 
photographs of the original airplane so this is a recreation as I remember it. 
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for the pilot alone. We conducted dogfights, and fired our guns at moving targets in the 
air, (Arial gunnery) and on the ground (Strafing). 

We practiced dive-bombing and flew bomber escort. We flew formation in flights 
of four, eight, and sixteen. We also flew alone, as well as in formation, in good weather 
and on instruments! We performed aerobatics, navigated cross-country, flying at high 
altitude and way down low on the deck! We flew over bridges and under bridges. We 
flew both at night and during the day. 

We were getting ready for combat! 
I loved it! This was the flying I had always dreamed of. There were no instructors 

in the cockpit with me. With only one seat in a fighter, there was just no room! We 
received instructions on the ground and then we went up and did what we were 
instructed to do. 

Once in the air, I was King! I did the navigation, shooting and flying! Like 
Lindbergh, I was now ‘The Lone Eagle’! 

If I saw another military plane I pounced on it as though he were the enemy. Any 
airplane! Army, Navy, Coast Guard or Marine it did not matter!  

We would engage them in mock dogfights. This is how I learned combat flying! I 
learned to constantly look around, so that the enemy could not get behind me and shoot 
me down. Our instructors yelled on the radio, “Move your head! Look around! Take your 
head out of your ass!”  

When on the ground, we fired shotguns at moving targets, called clay pigeons. 
This was what is known as skeet shooting. 

Being a city boy, I was at a disadvantage. The only gun I had ever seen was in 
the holster of the mounted police back in New York City. 

These southerners on the other hand, had rifles with their baby rattles. They 
hunted squirrel and turkey in kindergarten. By the time I left Dale Mabry Field I had 
fired 3,500 rounds on the skeet range. My shoulders were sore from the recoil of the 
shotgun, but I rarely missed! 

As an incentive to create high scores, the ‘brass’ conducted a contest. It was like a 
Turkey Shoot! The target was a six-foot square sheet of white drawing paper out in the 
swamps of Florida. We each had 100 rounds of ammunition in the guns of our airplane, 
and the one with the most hits in the target, won. Each pilot put ten dollars in the pool. 
The winner takes all! In addition, the winner was assigned his own plane and allowed 
to name it! To everyone's surprise, (except me) I won the jackpot! The pot was about 
four hundred bucks, and I was assigned my own P-40 with the privilege of naming it. 
The Southerners now respected this ‘City Boy’ from New York. 

Most people named their planes after girl friends. I always believed naming an 
airplane after a woman was bad luck! Besides there were a lot of girls but none in 
particular! 

So I decided to name this plane in honor of my parent’s village Chomaklou, in the 
hills of Turkey. I named my P-40 “THE CHOMAKLOU KID”. 

It was a sight to behold, an olive drab P-40 with red and white shark's teeth 
around the nose and huge orange letters trimmed in brilliant red, were the words - - - 

  
Why, the Goodyear Blimp would have looked drab by comparison! 
This was my own personal joke. I wondered what my folks would have thought of 

the gag. Come to think of it, I never told them, just sent Mom the money. 
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The next day, on the flight line, while we were climbing into our planes, “Tex” 
Gunnin walks up to me and says, “Hey Ananian, what the hell is this here, Cho - Mak - 
Lou Kid?” 

I turned to him with a somber look and said, “I thought you said you were from 
Texas.”  

He responded with, “I sure am!” 
“Well,” said I, “you're from Texas and you never heard of the Chomaklou 

Indians?”  
He sheepishly said something like “Oh,” and walked away. 
That afternoon at the Officer's Club, I overheard him discussing the Chomaklou 

Indians with several of the pilots, over a few beers. I just smiled to myself and 
wondered what he would have said if he knew the truth. 

Like most war stories, this one has a sad ending. “Tex” and I went overseas 
together, but he never saw combat. “Tex” was killed in a Training accident! Flying low 
over the English countryside, his plane hit a high-tension wire and  “Tex” was killed 
instantly. 

Whenever Isabel and I go to England, we always stop at the American Military 
Cemetery at Cambridge. This is a memorial to the 35,000 American Airmen that lost 
their lives in the European Theater of Operations. It is the Cemetery where many of 
those airmen were buried. 

Four members of the 339th Fighter Group are still buried there and beside them 
is the grave of 2nd Lt. William Gunnin, Pilot. 

I stand by “Tex's” grave and pray for a great pilot and a true friend. I guess he 
knows the truth now about the Chomaklou Indians, but I still don't know for sure if he 
ever did live in Texas. 

Come to think of it, I have never been to Chomaklou, but I called myself the 
“Chomaklou Kid.” I guess Tex had just as 
much right to call himself a “Texan” - - - 

 
 
 
I went overseas to England on the 

Blue Ribbon Cruise Ship ‘Isle de France’, 
and was assigned to the Eighth Air Force, 
Sixth Fighter Command, 339th Fighter 
Group, 505th Fighter Squadron, based at 
Station F-378 in the village of Fowlmere, 
just south of Cambridge. 

The following accounts are a few of 
my experiences while I was there.     

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The Insignia of the 339th fighter Group 
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A Horse Pilot at last! 
-First Flights- 

I am not a superstitious person, 
but in retrospect I seem to have had 
problems with my “First Flights”. 

For instance, let’s take my first 
flight in the Army. I was stationed in 
Reading, PA at Albright College. This 
was called a CTD, College Training 
Detachment. In the mornings we had 
classes in “First Aid” and “Civil 
Aeronautics Regulations” and paraded 
around the campus picking up litter. In 
the afternoon we went out to the airport 
to fly in a light plane, a Piper Cub with 
an instructor of course. The purpose was 
to acclimate us to flying, until then most 
of us had never even been in an airplane.  
Suppose we got deathly sick? This would 
be the time to find out! 

The instructor was a civilian 
named Edward Angstadt. He and I never 
hit it off for some reason. 

My “First Flight” in the Piper Cub 
was with my instructor at the controls. 
We took off and climbed fifty feet in the 
air - - - and - - - the engine STOPPED! 

We ran out of gas! 
The plane glided down to the end 

of the runway, stopping just inches - - 
from a concrete truck! 

The most fundamental lesson you learn in aviation is to check your gas! You 
never climb into a plane until you have actually looked into your gas tank! 

I never trusted the gauges. During my “walk around” (inspection) before I 
climbed into a plane I would remove the gas caps and put my finger in. If I could not 
feel the moisture of the gasoline that tank was empty as far as I was concerned, I did 
not climb into the aircraft until the ground crew filled it up!  

Can you imagine an instructor about to teach me how to fly but does not have 
sense enough to check the fuel? What a MORON! 

 

Author at Fowlmere
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The other cadets from then on called 
me Stephen “C for Crash” Ananian. I had 
no respect for Mr. Angstadt and he 
probably sensed it. At any rate he told me I 
did not have the skill to fly for the Army 
and would never make it! I think he graded 
me about a 70% for the course. 

It didn’t bother me because I knew 
better and I loved the flying! 

Upon arrival overseas we were 
assigned to a ‘Pilot Replacement Pool’ at 
Goxshill, in Wales. Here we learned about 
the P-51 in ground school. No flying, just 
classes and lectures on the ground. 
Throughout all my training stateside I had 
flown many planes, P-40s, P-39s, P47s and 
P-38s. I thought I had flown them all and 
was prepared for combat. 

The only plane I had never flown 
was the P-51 Mustang, so - - -  

Like everything else in the Army, that is the airplane I wound up with overseas! 
We learned about England Geographically, the landmarks, checkpoints, 

navigational peculiarities and a general indoctrination. We were there waiting to be 
assigned to a Fighter Squadron that had losses and needed replacement pilots. 

At the depot, they had a “War Weary” P-51 model ‘C’ set up on jacks in a hanger. 
You could climb into the cockpit and familiarize yourself with the controls, procedures 
and the location of the instruments, switches etc. You practiced retracting the landing 
gear and putting it down again. 

I read all the manuals and sat in the cockpit memorizing the location of all the 
controls and instruments. I climbed under the plane and inspected it from nose to tail 
and talked to the mechanics. I even learned how to change a tire! 

When I left I was ready to fly! 
We arrived at Fowlmere and I was assigned to the 505th Fighter Squadron. They 

had just lost their CO, Major Donald Larson in a mid-air collision over Germany. He 
was one of the original pilots and was well liked and highly respected, so things were 
pretty solemn and serious.  

The 505th Operations Officer, Capt. Archie Tower was a “no-nonsense” kind of 
guy. He handed me the Operating Manual for the aircraft and told me to read it and 
come back when I thought I understood everything. This was the same manual I had 
studied at the replacement depot. I glanced through it and made sure there were no 
changes or additions and returned it in a few minutes explaining that I had read it 
thoroughly before. He gave me a funny look like he did not believe me, but he told me to 
get into my flying gear and meet him outside. Capt. Tower, and a crew chief then drove 
me in a jeep to a P-51 parked nearby. I climbed into the cockpit and they strapped me 
in. Archie put a blindfold on my eyes and asked me to point out instruments and 
controls. When he finished he removed the blindfold and leaned into the cockpit. He 
said, “Now I don’t want to hear from you that you can’t get the landing gear up. You pull 

Returning from a combat mission -   
"After a long day at the office." 
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 this lever to the left, and then 
pull it up. It’s like the Gear 
Shift in a car!” (Little did he 
know that I had never driven a 
car)! 

I told him I understood 
and not to worry. He said, “I’m 
going up in the tower and watch! 
Takeoff and fly around for 
about an hour and come back 
when you are ready.” He then 
added, “Good Luck kid!” 

Now this is my second 
“First Flight”.  

The first time I flew a 
Mustang! 

I taxied to the end of the Runway and was cleared to takeoff by Archie who was 
now in the Control Tower. I ‘poured on the coal’ and eased that beautiful bird into the 
blue! I reached down for the handle to retract the wheels - - -  

The gear would not come up! 
I had retracted the gear enough at Goxhill to know that there was something 

wrong mechanically! 
I called the Tower and notified them of my problem and that I was returning 

back to the field. Archie was screaming at the top of his voice and told me not to land, 
while I tried to explain my predicament. 

Without dragging this out further, it is sufficient to say I landed anyway. 
Archie drove up to my parked plane in a jeep with the Crew Chief seated next to 

him. You could see he was livid! 
I cut the engine and he jumped on the wing. Furious! 
I looked him straight in the eyes and said, “Sir, before you say anything I want 

you to know that there is a ‘Safety Pin’ in the gear to prevent it from being retracted 
on the ground. I believe that pin has snapped.”  

His face dropped - - -Archie turned to the Crew Chief who was now under the 
plane in the “wheel-well”. The Crew Chief came up and said, “You are right Sir! It has 
sheared.” 

Archie turned to me with a smile on his face, “Good work kid!” 
From then on I was his expert on the mechanics of the airplane. He would always 

call me on the radio if he had a mechanical problem when we were in flight.  He said, 
“Take that plane over there and show me how you can fly.” 

I did! 
I flew that plane and wrung it out while Archie sat in the tower and watched. 
What a beautiful “bird!” 
I was in love! I came in for my landing with a 3600 overhead approach, which was 

the normal landing pattern in combat. As I flew by the Tower I did a slow-roll ‘on the 
deck’ and pulled it up and around to make the softest landing ever. 

The author shown here in 6N-K with “wing man” 
and good friend, Jim Woolery in "Pepper" flying on his 
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What I did just then was a No-No!  A slow-roll at low altitude is a very dangerous 
stunt. But I was in love with this beautiful bird. I was now a ‘horse pilot’! (Cavalrymen 
are called ‘horse soldiers’ so Mustang pilots are called ‘horse pilots’.) 

Upon landing Archie again pulled up to my plane in his Jeep. His face had a ‘put-
on’ look of sternness, but I knew he was pleased! 

He said, “You’re in trouble kid! The CO was in the tower with me and he saw that 
slow-roll.” 

That night at the Officer’s Club I was at the bar getting to meet the boys in the 
outfit. There was some discussion as to my fate by some. I had performed a roll on the 
deck and broken the rules. We were awaiting the outcome of my disregard for 
regulations. A slow-roll was only permitted as a sign of victory after a pilot had 
destroyed an enemy aircraft. Archie was sitting about three feet from me, he had a 
smile on his face anticipating my discipline. Our Commanding officer, Colonel John B. 
Henry, Jr., came into the club and passed just behind me. 

The Colonel took a few steps past me then slowly turned around and came back. 
He said, “You are Lt. Ananian aren’t you? Welcome to the group! If there is anything I 
can do to be of assistance, the door to my office is always open, feel free to come by.” 
He turned away and then came back and said, “By the way I saw that roll, and it wasn’t 
too hot!” He turned and walked away smiling. 

The smile on Archie’s face dropped! 
I knew I had performed a perfect roll, but that was all the discipline I was going 

to get! 
I was elated! 
Not because I hadn’t been court-martialed or chewed-out but because this was 

the kind of outfit I wanted to be a part of. John Henry and I became the best of friends 
within the constraints of rank and that persists to this day. 

He was a great leader. Under his command five members of the 339th Fighter 
Group rose to the rank of General!  

 
 
The third “First Flight” was my first combat mission, “Ramrod to 

Munster” – the story which follows -    
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*Ramrod was the code word used to designate a mission in which fighter 
planes escorted the bombers. I guess the word comes from the days of the 
Old West. Cowboys that herded the cattle were called ‘Ramrods’. These 
cowboys rounded up the strays and brought the cattle home. I often felt like 
I was riding herd on the bombers, protecting them from enemy fighters and 
bringing them home safely! 

My First Mission 
Every fighter pilot remembers his first combat mission, but mine is one they will 

talk about long after you and I are gone. 
On October 5, 1944 we were awakened early. It was a cold and windy morning. 

Briefing was the usual quick and efficient session. The mission for the day was a 
Ramrod, escorting two formations of B-17s - - A short hop, four hours - - - Target, 
Munster, in the Rhur Valley - - - Lot's of Flak expected - - - Probably no fighter 
opposition - - - Perhaps a few Me-262s - - - Altitude, twenty seven thousand feet - - - 
Freezing level at two thousand - - - Violent up-drafts - - - Gale warnings over the 
English Channel and North Sea - - - That means Air Sea Rescue won't be patrolling the 
flight path - - - “If you see any barracks in this area don't strafe them. It might be a 
POW camp, and we would not want to risk shooting our own men.” 

     I was flying Chet Malarz’s aircraft. It was a sleek P-51 model B. His crew chief 
told me it was a good airplane, the engine was practically new, only ten hours of flying 
time since it was installed. I was in white flight. Tom Rich was flight leader and I was 
flying his wing. Takeoff was at nine forty-one - - - 

     We circled the field in formation while the Group formed up. Land-fall-out was 
at ten twenty-six and the group headed out over the North Sea. I could see white caps 
on the water below us. It looked cold and inhospitable. Just before we hit the Dutch 
coast the fighters spread out in battle formation. Our group rendezvoused with the 
bombers, as we made Land-fall-in. 

     The course was almost straight in across the Zuider Zee toward Hamburg, 
then a 90-degree turn toward the Rhur Valley. We had nearly crossed the Zuider Zee, 

 

This is the plane I flew on my first mission 
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flying over some small islands. Denmark and Sweden 
were to the North and The Third Reich was straight 
ahead. All was serene - - - It was difficult to believe that 
we were at war, and that the enemy was far below. 

Suddenly BAM! 
One puff of black smoke, with an angry looking 

orange center, FLAK! 
My engine quit cold. I lost power. I called, “Upper 

white leader this is upper white two here, my engine just 
cut out! I've been hit!” 

Tom's calm voice replied, “Upper white two this is 
upper white leader I'll go back with you. Do you know 
what's wrong?” I knew I must have been hit but it didn't 
make sense. One burst of flak at this altitude could never 
hit anyone - - - No smoke - - - No holes that I could see. I 
realized that the engine was running, but it just didn't 
have any power. I checked all the instruments - - - Oil temperature O.K. Coolant 
temperature O.K. - - - Fuel pressure normal - - - Oil pressure seemed a little low - - - 
Had plenty of gas in my wing tanks but switched to the fuselage tank just in case - - - 
No help there - - - Supercharger high blower is engaged - - - Or is it? 

That's it! Oil pressure is falling off and the supercharger has disengaged. Since 
the supercharger is engaged with engine oil pressure I must have been hit in an oil line 
or in the supercharger itself - - -  

That was bad news. I can't go far without oil - - -  
Five minutes if I'm lucky - - -   
I was now at twenty thousand feet over the Zuider Zee, and descending. 
Bail out here Steve, and you're a dead duck! If I’m really lucky I'll be a prisoner of 

war - - - Then again, there was neutral Sweden nearby - - - but I didn't come all this 
way to become a prisoner of war in Sweden! 

On the other hand, I might be able to make it to the North Sea and bail out over 
the water! Then I remembered briefing! There were “Storm warnings” over the North 
Sea. No Air Sea Rescue boats patrolling today! No sense in worrying about that now. 
First things first. I called Tom Rich over the Radio, “Let's go home!” Tom's reassuring 
voice came back, “Good luck Steve, I’m staying right with you!” 

That was the way it started - - - Two silver mustangs, like knights of old, 
returning from the crusades, wounded, tired, heading back to England. 

We slowly descended. I, in a flat glide with no power, and Rich, ‘flaps-down’, ‘S-
ing’ back and forth to keep from over-shooting me, protecting my rear from enemy 
aircraft. 

Tom was on the radio alerting ‘Air-Sea-Rescue’ about our predicament. My hands 
were full trying to get my plane back home to Fowlmere. I could not help thinking - - 
“and this is Chet’s aircraft that I was supposed to take care of . . .” 

The manifold pressure gauge was reading ten inches of mercury, the lowest 
reading on the dial. I had the trim tabs rolled back and the stick in my stomach in an 
effort to stretch my glide to the sea. I kept looking at my air speed and rate of descent.  

We hit the coast of Holland and I was over the North Sea! 

1/Lt. G. Thomas Rich 
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My altitude was seven thousand feet! At this altitude, atmospheric pressure was 
enough to give the engine power needed to keep me aloft! 

I had hoped this would happen! As we hit the coast we were met by two P-47s 
from ‘Air-Sea-Rescue’. They were here to escort me back! 

My rate of descent was now reading zero. Things were looking better! 
Of course I had a few problems too. Oil pressure was now zero and oil 

temperature was 400 C. It was now obvious that my problem was in the lubrication 
system. 

I looked back and saw Tom. What a comfort! He’s still with me! Down below the 
water was churning! I had to cool that engine some how! 

If I could only get the oil in the bottom 
of the crankcase up on those cylinder walls! 

I started to rock the plane violently in 
uncoordinated movements. 

It worked! 
The oil temperature started to go 

down! 
Tom asked what I was doing. 

“Lubricating the engine,” I said. 
I kept looking ahead for the English 

coastline. 
Then Tom called “White two, I see the 

coast. Were going to make it!” Great news! 
Then it happened! 
A run-away prop! While I tried to keep 

the propeller from changing pitch, all hell 
broke loose! The coolant boiled over, and 
smoke filled the cockpit. The engine sounded 
like someone was pounding on it with a 
sledgehammer. The heat in the cockpit was 
becoming unbearable! 

I looked at the altimeter 3,000 feet! Minimum altitude for bailing out was 250 
feet. We had been warned, “You can not land a P-51 on water! The air scoop underneath 
would cause it to sink like a rock!” 

As much as I disliked it, the time had come for this aircraft and I to ‘part 
company!’ I radioed, “This is it Tom, I'm bailing out!” 

Then I lowered my seat, pulled my goggles over my eyes, lowered my head and 
released the canopy. I tore off my oxygen mask and detached everything that fastened 
me to the plane. 

Just before I disconnected my earphones, I heard Archie Tower’s voice 
(Operations Officer) on the radio. He must have been monitoring the whole thing back 
at Gas Pump (Call sign of our field at Fowlmere). “Say again upper five four! I didn't 
understand!” 

Then Tom answered him, “He said, he's bailing out!” For the first time there was 
a note of concern in his voice. Archie didn't answer. Then, complete silence. 

"The Sad Sack"    by Sgt. George Baker 
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I raised myself to jump 
and the slipstream knocked me 
back into the cockpit. I then 
rolled the plane over and started 
to drop out. 

Just as I left my seat, I 
looked back and saw the radio 
antenna and stabilizer just 
behind me. I was afraid of 
hitting the tail section so I eased 
back on the stick a little just as I 
fell and cleared the stabilizer. 

I pulled the ripcord. My oxygen mask went floating past my face - - - Falling - - - 
falling head first! Spinning toward the water - - - Pop! The chute opened - - - Whitey (he 
was our parachute man) once told me, every chute packed at Fowlmere, had opened - - - 
I was happy the record was still intact! 

Then a strange thing happened. My dinghy floated in the air in front of me. This 
dinghy, if you remember, is stowed in a canvas pack that you sit on. It was secured to 
your ‘Mae West’ by a line aptly called an “umbilical cord.” 

The procedure for a water landing is to loosen your chute harness, and drop out 
of your chute ten feet above the water. The canvas pack housing the dinghy is carried 
away by the chute. The dinghy is pulled out of the pack by the ‘umbilical cord.’ You hit 
the water. Splash! - - - Inflate your Mae West - - - Inflate your dinghy - - - Climb in, sit 
back and just wait for rescue.  

It’s simple! Right? 
Not Exactly! I hit the water almost as soon as the chute opened. No time to 

unfasten the five hooks on it. Once the harness was wet it was impossible to unfasten 
all those buckles. 

Fortunately for me, when the dinghy floated past my nose in mid-air I had 
reached over and pulled the C02 inflation cartridges and inflated the dinghy. This is 
what saved my life! 

The whole thing took place in a matter of seconds. 
I hit the water and skipped from the top of one wave to the next. I was skimming 

off the top of the waves like a flat rock bounces off the surface of a lake. My chute, aided 
by the heavy winds, was pulling me for a roller coaster ride! 

I was flat on my back, struggling to dump the chute, and swallowing the North 
Sea like a pint of Half ‘n half’ at the ‘Checquers’ (the local Pub back at Fowlmere)! I was 
in real trouble and on the verge of drowning. 

Then this P-51 starts to buzz me. 
It was Tom! What was he doing? 
He made another pass and then I understood! Having seen my predicament he 

was trying to spill the chute with his prop wash (air pressure from the propeller) to 
deflate the parachute. 

On his second or third pass he succeeded. I think he hit the chute, at any rate it 
worked. 

I don't remember too much after that. I could not climb into the dinghy because 
the chute filled with water and was acting like a Sea Anchor, and started to pull me 

 

Air-Sea-Rescue “Walrus” piloted by W/O F. J. Bedford 
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under. 
I just hung on to the raft for my life. 
According to Tom, they lost me initially in all those whitecaps. It took twenty 

minutes till they finally found me again. Then the P-47s from ‘Air-Sea-Rescue’ marked 
my spot with smoke bombs and dye. Tom said when they finally located me. I looked 
like a drowning rat hanging onto a doughnut. I tried to wave at him once and let him 
know I was alive, but in the attempt, I nearly drowned. 

Things were getting worse! The water was cold. 
I prayed, and I spoke to God. “It's up to you God. I can't think of anything else I 

can do.” 
God didn't answer. He probably agreed with me. 
I knew Tom would be running out of fuel soon, besides what more could he do? 
He must have been reading my mind. His plane passed overhead and ‘wagged’ 

its’ wings. He was wishing me well and headed for home. The P-47s having more fuel, 
were still there - - - But for how long? 

I looked up at the circling Thunderbolts (P-47s). They could not have had too 
much fuel left, and would have to go home, too. Then I would be alone. What could they 
do anyway? What were they waiting for? 

I became aware of a change. 
It was a sound - - an airplane engine - - different!  
Then there it was! A Walrus! It was an ‘Air-Sea-Rescue’ flying boat. A twin wing, 

‘Flying Bathtub’! Now he started to circle about. 
There was one thing I was certain of; he would never be able to land with this 

wind or on this water! The ten-foot waves made landing out of the question! 
If this was Air-Sea-Rescue’s answer to my problems, I was in deep trouble! 
God, it's up to you! 
I think I might have passed-out then. I came to, hearing the sound of a plane 

taxiing on the water toward me as I rose and fell on the wave crests; I caught sight of 
the ‘Walrus’. 

God had answered my prayers. The pilot had landed and was heading right at 
me. Standing up in the hatch was an R.A.F. airman (Leading/Airman R. H. Westbrook) 
with a big smile on his face. He yelled, “Here Yank! Catch this!” He threw me a line. I 
don't know how I managed to grab the line, but I did! He hauled me toward the plane 
and grabbed me with a boat hook. 

A waterlogged pilot is heavy under normal conditions, with a parachute attached 
and the heavy seas I was an impossible load. “Don't worry,” he said. "There are two 
ships on their way." 

A few minutes later, I saw the trawler HMS George Adgell with the ‘Union Jack’ 
flying. Then I was being pulled into a lifeboat. Someone gave me rum to drink. It 
warmed my insides. I realized then how cold I had been. A seaman put a blanket 
around me and held me in his arms, just as my father would have. 

I felt warm. How was that Walrus going to manage to get off? I passed out. Later 
I learned that the Walrus cracked a pontoon trying to lift off. They, in turn, were 
rescued by the other boat that had come to my rescue, (RML 547). The Rescue Motor 
Launch unsuccessfully attempted to tow the Walrus, and the plane sank in the rough 
seas. 

That night I stayed at an R.A.F. hospital on the Thames Estuary. The next day I 
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was back at Fowlmere. The day after, Oct. 7, 1944, I flew my second mission  - - - 
Ramrod to Bremen - - -  

I had it made! I knew that I was going to live through the war. I knew also that 
we were going to win! How could we lose with a team like this? 

I don't think I ever thanked Tom for all he did. He had called ‘Air-Sea-Rescue’ 
and vectored two P-47s, the Walrus and the two ships (trawler George Adgell and 
Rescue Motor Launch 547), that finally rescued me. 

When the Walrus arrived at the scene, I had been in the water for well over an 
hour. The pilot (Warrant Officer F. J. Bedford, Fleet Air Arm) must have realized I 
could not survive much longer and probably requested permission to land. He knew he 
would be lucky to make the landing, let alone the impossibility of a takeoff! I had been 
in the cold water too long, and he must have felt he had to risk it. Here is an account of 
his story from an excerpt on page 198 of the book “Another Kind of Courage,” by 
Norman Franks: 

     Warrant Officer F. John Bedford and Leading Airman R. H. 
Westbrook took-off in a Walrus at 12:15 p.m. on 5 October, to search for a 
missing Mustang pilot from the 339th Fighter Group. They were escorted 40 
miles out by Spitfires and found the survivor (Ananian) clinging to a dinghy, 
but the sea was far too rough for the man to pull himself in. Bedford landed 
and tried to rescue the man, but due to severe buffeting they were not having 
much success. Westbrook managed to retain a line hold on him until the 
trawler HMS George Adgell arrived, which lowered a boat and got the pilot 
out of the water. 

     With the man safe, Bedford went to takeoff but lost his port float, so 
RML 547 took the Walrus (HD933) in tow, which had also arrived. Westbrook 
was out on the starboard wing, and RML 547 came alongside and took him 
off, then got Bedford off. Soon after the tow was taken up, the Walrus turned 
turtle and sank. Nevertheless, it had been a good rescue in a Force 4 sea and 
the Walrus crew, by getting a line to the exhausted pilot in such difficult 
circumstances, certainly saved his life. 

            Of course Tom's quick thinking, and expert flying, kept me from drowning on 
splashdown. All those people working to keep me alive! How could we have ever lost the 
war? I am very grateful! 

All in all I was in the “drink” for about an hour and twenty minutes. That 
mustang flew, losing oil, for 
over forty-five minutes. I 
still can't believe I was hit 
by one shot from an anti-
aircraft gun. I'll always be 
indebted to Tom Rich for his 
great flying and quick 
thinking! Flying low over 
the water and deflating a 
parachute is some sort of 

stunt! Why I was able to 
survive in that cold water, 

 

Rescue Motor Launch 547 
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with high winds, and force four seas, I'll never know. 
     To top it all, those naval airmen, from Air-Sea-Rescue, risking their own lives 

in attempting a landing under those conditions, and making it. The crew of the trawler, 
‘HMS George Adgell’, RML 547, and those P-47 pilots, all of them took part in the 
successful rescue. Yes, someone up there loves me! 

Come to think of it, I don't think I ever paid back Chet for the loss of his plane. 
Chet, I owe you a beer. Tom, and the men of Air-Sea-Rescue, I owe you my life, and my 
undying gratitude! Thanks! Thank you all!          

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
On October 5th 1944, my first mission, I became a member of the Caterpillar Club (above 

middle) and Goldfish Club (above right) when I used my Parachute and Dinghy to survive!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Baby Mine” a painting by Nick King 

 

 

Left - Lt. T. D. (Andy) Andrews ‘Skipper’ of RML 547. Lieut. 
Andrews was featured on the cover of Time Magazine as the 
epitome of the old English ‘sea dog’. 
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     The relationship that existed 
between a pilot, his crew chief and ground 
crew (and for that matter all the ground 
crews) is a tough one to explain. The 
respect and camaraderie was not as 
simple as one might expect. It wasn't 
officer versus enlisted man, but the 
respect went deeper than that. In the 
339th when others were not in earshot, the 
officers called enlisted men by their first 
names. It existed on the whole flight line, 
the whole group! The ground crews looked 
after me like I was their younger brother. 
If I seemed tired or ill the crew chief 
would ask me if I was feeling OK? If I felt 
sick, they would have even grounded the 
plane to keep me from flying. They never did, but the willingness was there! I want you 
to know this would have been a great sacrifice on his part. If an airplane flew 30 
missions without an “abort” the crew chief was awarded a medal, the “Bronze Star.” So 
he was willing to give that up and take the blame just to cover for me. 

     On the other hand, that aircraft was his baby and you had better take good 
care of it. I almost felt like a high school kid on a date. I better bring her home happy 
and well or face the music. Yet, when I got into the plane, and my chief strapped me in 
and the umbilical cord (the lanyard that tied the dinghy to the life preserver) was 
attached, pilot and “bird” became one! 

     I recall one day in particular; I landed at our emergency field at St. Trend in 
Belgium. Not sure of the reason, probably had trouble getting all my fuel out of my 
external wing tanks, thus forcing me to drop them before they were empty. This meant 
I did not have enough fuel to complete the mission. On the way home, I had to leave the 
group and refuel at St. Trend, (call-sign “Hotdog”). The facilities there were quite 
primitive at the time; you had to pump gasoline by hand from 50-gallon drums. A 
“Mustang” carried 220 gallons in the external wing tanks and 175 gallons in the 
fuselage, or roughly eight fifty-gallon drums. This took quite a while and when I 
returned home to England, it was well after dark. Flying at night during the war was 
not a piece of cake. There was no moon, no lights on the ground or in the air (wartime 
“black out”). The sky was clear and I was flying by starlight. To make it worse there 
was a “buzz bomb” protection system in effect. The ATS girls manning the anti-aircraft 
batteries would shoot at anything that crossed the coast. To let them know you were not 
a flying bomb headed toward England from Germany, you had to do a 360-degree turn 
to the right, then a 360 left and finally cross the coast on a northerly heading. 

It was like a square dance! You know, “A Le Main right, A Le Main left, Doe-Si-

         The author with his Crew chief S/Sgt 
Joseph Nicholas. Take note of my arm (an 
officer’s) on enlisted man’s shoulder! In any 
other outfit, that would have been forbidden!
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Doe and Away We Go!” 
If you passed 

that hurdle, you had to 
try to locate Fowlmere 
and then land in 
absolute darkness. Do 
not misunderstand; any 
good pilot could do it; it 
just meant you could 
not sleep on the job! I 
tell you this, to merely 
set the mood. After 
landing at our base I 
pulled to the end of the 
runway and turned onto the perimeter strip. Off in the distance I saw a light blinking 
at me from my parking area. As I pulled close, I could see three figures in the dark, my 
ground crew! They were guiding me in by flashlight. I cut the engine, Joe hopped on the 
wing, gave me a smile and a “How did it go? Is everything OK?” I explained I had run 
short of fuel, and the plane was OK. He asked, “Sir, have you eaten?” 

Then it hit me, it was 10:30 PM except for the bar of “Baby Ruth” that I always 
carried with me, I had not eaten since breakfast at 6:00 AM! 

I replied, “No.” Joe held up a paper bag, and said, “I thought you might be 
hungry,” and handed me the bag with two sandwiches and a canteen cup full of black 
coffee (just the way I like it). 

I sat there in the dark on the ground, and ate while I watched them work by 
flashlight on my “bird.” Early the next morning, they strapped me in, and waved me off. 
As the formation climbed to gain altitude, the sun rose and I wondered if my crew had 
even slept last night? The day before, after the group returned they waited till I got 
back, sweating it out. When I returned they worked through the night and got the plane 
ready. They would probably eat breakfast, maybe take a nap, and wait my return. 

How did they do it? How did they service these “High Performance Aircraft” out 
in the open under those conditions? In 63 combat missions I never had to “abort” a 
mission and never had my guns “jam” in a dogfight. Those ground crews, all of them, 
were the best! 

When it comes to sandwiches that was the best Ham 'n Cheese 
sandwich I ever ate!                                                                                              

                                                                        
 
 
 To get a feel of our life style in England during the war, may I suggest that you see the motion 

pictures, “Twelve O’clock High” with Gregory Peck or “Command Decision,” with Clark Gable. These 
are stories about the bombers we escorted and our problems; their living conditions and life styles 
were very similar to ours.      

 
 
 

 

 

“Baby Mine” - 6N-K author's bird, seen here with British 115-
gallon disposable “paper tanks.” 
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A painting by aviation artist, Robert Taylor.               

The winter of 1944 –‘45 was the coldest in Europe in fifty years; this was the winter of the ‘Battle of the Bulge’. 
 

 The above painting depicts Mustangs of the 339th returning home over East 
Anglia. The snow covered landscape and windmills, bring back many memories. When I 
turn on my computer, it goes through its’ gyrations and starting procedures, the scene 
above is what I see on the monitor. I watch Jim and Archie fly over that beautiful 
countryside. But you had to see it in life, as I did, to appreciate its true artistic quality!  

In my opinion, this is most certainly a work of art. The realism is uncanny. One 
wonders how the artist was able to visualize that scene without actually having been 
there. Without a doubt, this is my favorite painting of the war. I can relate to it.  

This painting accurately depicts the war as I saw it. The beauty of the landscape 
could have been painted by one of the Old Masters. The artist has accurately rendered 
the details on these combat aircraft. Battle-weary, low on gas and streaked with oil, 
they are coming home. The mission has been a long one, the exhaust streaks spreading 
from nose to tail, tells you that. Only the pilot’s heads are visible, yet you imagine them 
sitting erect, looking for any possible contingency. The beauty of the scenery is 
contrasted by the ugliness of the combat that these Mustangs have encountered. The 
rudder of the lead plane has been damaged by gunfire. These contrasts, each enhancing 
the extremes of the other are the contrasts of war. 

As far as I know, the scene depicted never actually happened, but it very well 
could have! Anyone who has been there envisions himself in that situation. Returning 
home tired and exhausted, flying suits encrusted white with the salt from one’s 
perspiration, this in spite of the bitter cold! Having survived the gunfire of the enemy 
and the hazards of the mission, and saddened by the losses you witnessed, but happy to 
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have finally made it home. 
Just look at the picture. It tells it all! 
I remember flying back over that countryside like it was yesterday. The birds 

taking off as the roar of those 2,000 horses flush them from their nests. 
Looking closely, one sees our flight. Archie Tower flying his bird, 6N-D “Angel of 

Mercy”. Jim Starnes flying on his wing in “Tar Heel”. Archie’s bird shows damage, the 
tail has been hit by “Flak”. He was probably strafing an airfield and was hit by ground 
fire. Jim and the rest of the flight are escorting Archie back after that encounter! 

You can almost feel their anxiety; they are over England but they aren’t home 
yet. When Archie makes his approach, will the wheels come down? Unknown to him, 
there could be damage to the landing gear, the hydraulic system or even the flaps. One 
can only imagine their deep concern. 

That is what makes this picture so real. The beauty of the scene contrasted by 
the ugliness and reality that comes with combat. The contrast that one never gets used 
to, one minute flying through a barrage of gunfire, the next over the serene picturesque 
countryside of England. Dancing at night at the U.S.O. in London to the romantic music 
of the Glenn Miller Band, and the following morning, dodging antiaircraft fire over 
Berlin. What a way to fight a war!  

The resulting effect on a pilot was devastating! 
I recall one night, after one of those ‘hairy missions’, driving with Archie and the 

lads to the Eagle Pub in Cambridge to “lift a few 
pints”. We parked Archie’s jeep in the barn next 
to the tavern so the MPs couldn’t spot it. We 
didn’t drink much because we were flying the 
next morning, but we were having a great time. 
That was the night I climbed on Bill Guyton’s 
shoulders and burned the numbers “339” in the 
ceiling with a ‘Zippo’ lighter. The barn is gone, 
they tore it down and replaced it with the 
dinning area of the tavern, but our signature is 
still there with many other WW II groups. Check 
it out when you are in Cambridge. 

Archie survived this mission and many 
more. In fact everyone in that painting survived 
the war. They are all still around, only Archie is 
not here, having succumbed to Emphysema a few years ago.                                                               
 
                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Circled numbers “339” burned 
in ceiling of Eagle Pub, now turned 
orange with age. 

 

Baby Mine" - A painting by Rocky Gooch 
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Gorilla of the sky! 
You have all heard that joke about the gorilla. 
Question: - “Where does a 600 pound Gorilla sit?” 
Answer: - “Anywhere it wants!”  
The same could have been said of the Me-262 “Storm bird”. Since its’ pilot could 

shoot down any plane he chose to, and frequently did!  
The Mustangs, with external fuel tanks, had the range to escort the bombers to 

the target and back. However when we dropped our tanks to chase the jets, we no 
longer had enough fuel to escort the bombers all the way. This left the bombers 
unprotected and juicy targets for conventional fighters. The bombers were being 
decimated.  

This tactic was taking a heavy toll. Eighth Air Force ordered the practice of 
dropping tanks merely to chase jets be stopped. We were ordered not to chase the jets 
unless we were directly attacked. 

Nearly all the “Jet Kills” occurred when allied fighters caught the Me-262s 
returning home low on fuel and reducing speed in order to land. They then were sitting 

On Feb. 9th, 1945, 1st Lt. Stephen C. Ananian of the 339th Fighter Group downs German 
ME 262 Ace in a Dogfight with three jets at 15,000 feet. A record, to our knowledge no one has 
shot down a jet at altitude in a dogfight! Computer generated photograph by Dave Ails. 
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ducks. The jets were also vulnerable on 
takeoff, but for a very short time. To 
attack during takeoff was hazardous, 
since we then had to survive the 
withering anti-aircraft fire that protected 
these fields. Prior to February 9, 1945 
only thirteen jets had been destroyed in 
the air. One of them had been shot down 
by anti-aircraft fire, the other 12 by 
fighters. 

The top speed of the “Stormbird” 
was about 540 mph. From observation, 
one knew these aircraft were not as 
maneuverable as our propeller driven 
fighters. The Mustang's top speed was 
about 475 mph in level flight. In a dive it 
was red lined at 575 mph. The jets range was limited, only 40 minutes of flying time. 

Pilots constantly discussed the combat tactics to be used against these aircraft. 
The common practice when attacked from the rear is to make a tight turn, the 
“Luftberry Circle,” causing the less maneuverable jets to fly past you. In a “head on 
approach” the speed advantage for the jets was gone, since the rate of closure was 
phenomenal! A perfect approach would be to dive on a climbing jet! 

The location of most jet bases was known. The Swallows rarely came up when the 
weather was bad, since their pilots now lacked the ability to fly on instruments. If it 
was clear and our flight path was within range of their basses you knew the jets would 
be up. 

On February 9th 1945 our mission was to escort two boxes of B-17s to Bohlen. 
The course that the bombers were flying was near Frankfurt, directly over a Me-262 Air 
Base. The forecast predicted a clear cloudless sky. The members of my flight again 
reviewed our tactics if approached by the Jets. 

That was the situation - - - 
We took off, joined the bombers, and in battle formation, we escorted our B-17s. 

As predicted, the weather was good, six to eight tenths cloud cover with tops at 8,000 
feet. Our Squadron was at 25,000 feet on the right side of the bombers. The 504th was 
flying top cover and the 503rd was on the left flank. As we came abreast of Frankfurt I 
looked down for the field, and there it was! I called over the radio “Jet field at 3 o’clock 
low”. From 25,000 feet I could see the square grass field with hangers around the 
perimeter. On the field, there ready to takeoff were the Me-262s. I counted about ten 
abreast. Even as I watched they took off, climbed rapidly through the formations of 
bombers firing as they climbed. Flew above them, turned around and dove back 
through. I had seen this tactic many times before. They would climb and dive, shooting 
down bombers until their ammunition or fuel ran out. 

I prepared my tactics if they came close. Rather than chase the “Bandits”, I would 
dive at the spot where I anticipated they would be and when they turned to climb I 
would be doing about 550mph. This meant I would be flying at their speed with the 
advantage of being able to out maneuver them. 

 

‘Baby Mine’ versus the Jets! - By R. Gooch. 
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 If it didn’t work, I would stay near their home base waiting for their return. I 
was sure to tag one coming in for a landing.  

Three jets zoomed through our formation! 
I called to my flight leader “I’m going Bob”, dropped my tanks and snapped into a 

steep dive. Bob called back “Go get ’em Steve”. 
The jets dove to about 12,000 feet and slowly turned to climb back up. When they 

did I was there. Suddenly three of them turned toward me! What a blunder! They were 
going to engage me in a dogfight I could not believe my good fortune! They were right in 
front of me. I turned to the leader, who was closest to me and coming across my path 

from left to right. I made a tight turn to the right 
to head him off. I tightened the reticule of my K14 
gun sight. When he came into range I fired. 
Observed strikes on the wings and left engine 
nacelle. He slowed down and veered as though an 
engine had lost power. Fired again. One engine 
started to burn, and smoke came out the other. In 
the melee I had lost my wingman Tom Marvel and 
picked up Lt. Harry Howard. Howard spotted 
pieces falling off as he went down.  I called for my 
wingman on the radio and he said he lost me, but 
he was OK. A second Jet appeared in my sights 
and I fired, another Mustang popped between the 
target and me. I broke off, checked my tail and 
there was my wingman covering me. By this time, 
there were Mustangs all over the place.  

I felt good. I was the first member of the 
339th Fighter Group to destroy a jet-propelled 
fighter in the air! 

The New York Times for February 9th, 1944 
had the story on the front page. The headlines 
read. “JET PLANES HIT US ‘HEAVIES’ In 
Swirling Fight over Reich”. The article further 
states, “For the first time, the enemy sent jet-
propelled fighters up in numbers to attack 
bombing planes. The opposing planes followed “hit 
and run tactics” in which they lost five of their 
numbers - - - 

The truth is that I had “Lucked Out”. The 
jets I had engaged were members of KG (J) 54 a 
newly formed group of former HE-111 and JU-88 
bomber pilots. They had been chosen because of 
their experience in flying in “bad weather”. This 
was their first combat mission in the Me-262.   
        After the war, Me-262 historian, Lorenze 

 

 

On the upper left is a front-page article of the N.Y. Times dated Feb. 9, 1945. Headlines 
proclaimed the attack on our bombers by ten Jet Propelled Fighters. See my account of the battle in 
the above story. Enlarged insert above is from the NY Times article!            
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 Continued next page  

Rasse interviewed members of the group in Germany. They told how the Group 
commander, a bomber “Ace” was shot down with four other experienced bomber pilots. 
One of the damaged planes crashed on landing, killing the pilot. 

Thus six of the ten jets that attacked us that day failed to return!  
A sixty percent loss! 

“Encounter with a Jet" by Charles Wissig. 

On March 30th 1945 our mission was a P.T.W.S. – Penetration to the Target – 
and on Withdrawal “Sweep!”  

We had left the Target and were “Sweeping” the area looking for the German Air 
Force in particular! I was flying on Tom Rich’s wing in white flight, protecting his tail. 
Suddenly I spotted an enemy bomber below me and called in a “Big Bandit at three 
o’clock low!” Tom and I turned into the largest German aircraft we had seen! This plane 
was as big as a B-29. We had never seen one like it before! As we dove on the enemy for 
the kill, I automatically looked back to clear my tail.  

There behind us and up above through a hole in the clouds I spotted twelve ME-
262s, in trail, coming at us! What a beautiful sight! I thought, “This would make some 
painting. A hole in the clouds above with the rays of sunlight streaming through and 
those jets diving through that opening! 

I called “Break Left White flight, blow jobs at 7 o’clock high! We had found the 
Luftwaffe! My immediate thought was “Six of those bastards for me and six for Tom!” 
We broke off our attack on the bomber and turned to the jets at hand. Even as we 
watched, they broke into three flights. Four of the jets peeled off and headed for us. The 
other four probably headed for Jim Starnes, shooting down his 
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wingman Lt Wager. The remaining four protected the German bomber. 
Tom and I chased our four jets and we both scored some hits but nothing of 

consequence. "Encounter with a Jet" depicts a part of that mission. It shows Capt. 
James Starnes flying his P-51D Mustang "Tar Heel", as he was leading a flight of four 
Mustangs at 2,000 feet. They had given chase to an ME-262 at low altitude but lost 
visual contact with the jet. At low altitude the ME-262 emitted a dark trail of smoke 
that was easy to see and follow, someone (me) called out "White flight break left” Jim 
Starnes was leading yellow flight but looked around and saw his wingman, Lt. 
Evergard Wager, to the left on fire. White flashes of exploding 30MM cannon shells 
suddenly appeared under his left wing and continued out In front of him. An ME-262 
flashed by to his left. It is this moment "Encounter with a Jet" depicts. The picture is 
not historically correct because it shows Tom Rich in 6N-H flying as Jim’s element 
leader. I am off in the distance flying on Tom’s wing. In actuality Tom and I were off in 
another area and we were in another flight! 

Tom thinks the bomber was a FW-200. I think it was the secret ME-264! 
 Nevertheless it’s a beautiful picture and brings back memories.  
Twelve Jets! I should’ a got a couple! 
By wars end, I had five encounters with Jets. 
The final score: - one ME-262 destroyed, two damaged. 
My commanding officer later informed me that in his opinion that air battle on 

February ninth was the turning point in our fight with the jets. Every fighter pilot in 
the Eighth Air Force learned that these jet-propelled fighters were vulnerable, and 
everyone wanted to get one as a feather in his cap! By wars end the Germans put 300 
ME-262s in combat service and lost about a hundred of them to us “Steam Engine 
Pilots”. My Group, the 339th tied for the most jets destroyed in the air with a score of 
thirteen ME-262s downed. The motion picture “Command Decision” with Clark Gable 
recounts the problems bombers were having with German jet-propelled fighters. 

On April 5th 1944 I flew my 62nd and last mission. I had 302 ½ hours of combat 
flying and they were sending me home for a short rest before going on to Japan! On 
April 6th our Commanding officer, Col. John B. Henry, called me into his office. He 
congratulated me on having completed my tour of duty and how he had personally 
requested for my return to the outfit. The Colonel had recommended me to take a 
special secret assignment with the American Embassy in London. 

I volunteered for this my truly final mission, and the fourth “First Flight”, my 
first flight to Sweden. 

My orders read to bring all my medals as well as dress uniforms?                                                      
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“Baby Mine”                             By Dave Ails 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Group Photographer, Thomas Brown, took the photo above of me landing in my “Bird” at 
Fowlmere on 9 Feb ‘45. When Tom saw me doing my “Victory Roll” after having shot down the first jet-
propelled German fighter in the 339th Fighter Group, he “- - knew something was up, so I grabbed my 

‘Speed Graphic’ and shot this picture.” Note the long trail of soot from nose to mid-plane, an 
indication of a long mission.  
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By Stephen Ananian, pilot 505th FS 

I am often asked what we wore when flying combat! Just what 
did we wear to survive? Unlike bomber crews we were very limited for 
space so we had to wear all our survival gear.  

Since we flew over water twice on every mission - the English 
Channel or the North Sea going out and back, we wore a “Mae West” 
(our life preserver). In addition we sat on a one-man Dinghy which was 
packed in a canvas bag fastened to the parachute harness and 
attached to our “Mae West” with what we called an “umbilical cord.” 
We also wore a parachute a “back pack.” The parachute harness on the 
left side had a 3”x3”x6” First Aid kit that contained a bandage 
compress to cover any wounds and a tube of morphine to help the pilot 
survive any pain that he might sustain if wounded in flight.  

I also had my GI Field Knife and sheath attached to the harness 
on the right. Other pilot protection included 5 laminated sheets of 
“Bullet Proof” glass in the front wind shield and ½ inch steel armor 
plate in front of the pilot (the Firewall), also a ½ inch steel plate behind 
the pilot’s seat. Of course bomber crews had more room so they did 
not have to wear all their flight gear while in flight. 

On my very first mission my plane was hit by FLAK (anti aircraft 
fire) and I was forced to bail out into the North Sea. My “Mae West” 

                               Scratch one “Bandit”                               by Dave Ails 

Tom Rich 

Chet Malarz 
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and dinghy kept me afloat for an hour and a half 
until rescued. My dinghy had saved my life that 
day but I recall that it nearly killed me on 
another mission! 

I do not remember the day in particular 
but we were on a PTWS mission. That means we 
flew with the bombers on Patrol to the Target 
and on Withdrawal we would Sweep the area 
looking for targets of opportunity!  

I was flying Tom Rich’s wing and I believe 
Chet Malarz was leading the flight. We spotted a 
lone ME-109 flying about a thousand feet below 
us on the left and we made a sharp diving turn 
onto his tail as Chet, Tom and I gave chase. 
Suddenly I heard a “pop” and the Dinghy I was 
sitting on inflated, pushing the back of my neck 
to the top of the canopy; face down so I could 
barely see ahead. I did so only by rolling my 
eyeballs forward. The inflating dinghy was 
pushing my feet off the rudder pedals and I had all I could do to keep the stick from 
being pushed and putting my plane into a dive! 

I instantly grabbed my “GI Field Knife” and slashed the Dinghy and it deflated. 
This all took place in a matter of seconds and I was back on Tom’s tail covering him 
with no one aware of what had happened. 

Tom and Chet shot down the ME – 109 and we headed home victorious without 
further incident. As we crossed the French coast heading across the Channel toward 
England I called Tom on the radio and told him, “In case anything happens be aware 
that I do not have a Dinghy.” When we landed and parked our planes Tom walked over 
to me while I was sitting in the cockpit filling out the “form 1A” and asked me what 
that radio call was all about. He looked into my cockpit and saw the deflated Dinghy all 
over the cockpit as I explained what had happened. He smiled and said, “If it isn’t the 
Germans trying to kill you Steve it’s your own Damn Dinghy!” We later surmised that 
aircraft vibration and that sharp high “G” turn had worked the safety pin loose and out 
of the CO2 cartridge thus inflating my life raft.  

It was an unnerving experience to have in the middle of a dog fight but on that 
occasion my GI field knife had saved my life!                                                

 
 
 

    Author, “Note the handle of my 
“Field Knife” (Arrow) on my right just 
below the first aid kit.” 
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Fog Incendiary Dispersal Operation  
 By Stephen C. Ananian, pilot 505th FS 

Late in November 2006 we received word that Harry 
Corey, 505th pilot had finally succumbed to Aldsheimers. 
Harry was Assistant Operations Officer of the 505th and he 
and I flew a number of missions together.  

Corey was an “Eighth Air Force Ace”, having 
destroyed eleven enemy aircraft on the ground as well as 
being one of the few pilots to have destroyed a German 
Jet propelled fighter in the air! I flew with him that day and 
backed him up in another flight as he downed his Me-262. 
It was a day to be remembered – however the one 
mission he and I always talked about was not particularly 
notable militarily - but it was one that we will not forget! 

I do not recall much about the mission except for 
the return flight back to England! Richard Olander was 
leading the Squadron and Harry Corey was leading our 
flight. Tom Marvel was on Corey’s wing and I led the 
element with Jim Woolery on my wing.  

I had not been able to retrieve all the fuel out of one of my external wing 
tanks, - probably due to water in the gasoline freezing at altitude. This would 

Capt. Harry R. Corey 

The author is shown here with Jim Woolery, barely visible in the fog, flying his wing 
on instruments.                                                                                     Photo recreated by David Ails
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prevent my recovering all the gasoline from that tank and force me to drop one of 
my external tanks while it was partially full, leaving me with 
less gasoline than the others. 

We hit bad weather as soon as we approached the 
British coast and had to close in and fly a tight formation 
on instruments. I informed Harry of my fuel situation by radio 
but told him I thought I had enough fuel to make it to 
Fowlmere. We were informed that all fields over East Anglia 
were “socked-in” but that ceiling and visibility at Fowlmere 
were still barely acceptable.  

Now this was the predicament that I was in – we 
were over England flying on instruments and for me to 
“bail-out” here was not a desirable option. After all, we 
had come here to save the “Brits” not to have my Mustang 
come crashing through the roof of a farm house to kill some innocent soul. I had 
parachuted from my aircraft before but that was over water. I was not about to do 
that again in this fog! I made up my mind when my engine cut out I would stay with 
my plane and hopefully break out of this fog at lower altitude, be able to steer clear 
of any houses and crash-land successfully in some open field! 

We had “radio landing systems” in those days but they were not used in 
combat!  Since radio beacons would be used by the enemy to locate us as targets 
that made their use unfeasible. Someone had invented a system of fog dispersal by 
digging trenches along the sides of the runway, filling them with gasoline and 
igniting the fuel. The rising heat from the flames would heat the fog causing it to rise 
and disperse! This was called “FIDO”! It was an acronym for “Fog Incendiary 
Dispersal Operation” or something like that. It was an experimental idea in those 
days and only one field in all of England was so equipped! The experimental field at 
Manston! 

My gas gauge was reading less than empty! Gas 
pump (Fowlmere) now told us that the situation had 
worsened and they were completely closed in. We could 
no longer land there! They suggested we head back to the 
coast to Manston and request a FIDO approach! Things 
had gone from “bad” to “impossible”! Harry got on the 
radio and informed “Blue frock” (Manston) of our 
predicament and a few moments later we were cleared 
for a “FIDO” approach. It was freezing in the cockpit but I 
started to sweat! We had been flying in tight formation on 
instruments for almost an hour and conditions were getting 
a little “hairy”. A few prayers later - and then suddenly - 
through the fog, I could see a glow. – It was the glow from 
the burning gasoline along the runway at “Blue frock”! It 
was the FIDO approach system! The tower cleared us for our landing and at about 
three hundred feet above the ground we broke out in the clear - over the field.  

Corey was on the approach with his wingman Tom Marvel close behind and I 
behind Tom.  Then it happened! My engine started to sputter. I switched to another 
empty wing tank in the hope that there was some fuel left and the engine started 

1/Lt. Thomas W. Marvel

1/Lt. James R. Woolery
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again. Off my left wing was a runway 45° to the one Harry 
and Tom were landing on.  

I was flying on an empty gas tank and I feared that I 
would not make it - so I turned toward that runway. If my 
engine stopped now I could almost glide in. I informed 
Harry of my decision and to look out for me at the 
intersection of the two runways. They were firing flares at 
Jim and I - but we had seen the ground - and that was 
where we were heading – to land on a runway 
intersecting the one that Harry and Tom were setting down 
on! We executed these landings like precision clockwork. It 
was almost as though we had practiced this approach 
hundreds of times. Harry cleared the intersection of the 
two runways, then I, then Tom and finally Jim. It was 
perfect! Like a stunt at an Air Show! 

Just as I landed and pulled off the runway on to the taxi strip, my engine cut 
out! I was out of gas! I alerted the flight and “Blue frock” of my predicament by 
radio. The tower informed me to stay put and they would send assistance!  

“How foolish,” I thought, “Without gasoline, I wasn’t going anywhere!” 
Later that night at the RAF Officer’s Club the four of us were enjoying some 

“adult liquid beverages”. We were thankful that we were alive and reveling at what 
we had accomplished. Jim remarked that the person on the ground was shooting 
flares not in the air but directly at his plane! He thought that was pretty “gutsy” of 
that individual on the ground considering Jim’s six fifties fully loaded, were pointing 
directly at him in his Jeep! 

As we spoke, an irate RAF 2nd Lieutenant (Pilot Officer) stormed into the room 
and headed straight for our group. He informed us that he was from the Control 
Tower and asked who the crazy pilots were that had landed on the wrong runway. 
He was not wearing any wings so I realized that he, not being an airman, probably 
did not fully appreciate our predicament.  

I immediately introduced myself and admitted that I was the pilot he was 
looking for and apologized for our actions. I informed him that it was a landing 
approach we always used when landing at RAF fields. We were merely “Yanks” that 
were “Showing Off,” - trying to impress the “Brits” with our flying skills. We were sorry if 
it caused any confusion, and offered our apologies. He gave me a funny look - and 
suddenly turned and walked out of the room!  

Harry looked at me in amazement! He said, “He bought it! What fast thinking! I 
can’t believe it! Steve I bet you could sell refrigerators to Eskimos!” 

Forty or so years later after the war, I first met Harry at our Reunion in Valley 
Forge. When he spotted me the first words he said were, “Steve! Have you sold any 
refrigerators lately?” and then introduced me to Elizabeth, his wife as a great friend 
with an even greater “Gift of Gab!” 

Now they are all gone! – My buddies, Harry Corey, Richard Olander, Tom 
Marvel and Jim Woolery!  

A great bunch of warriors!  
Oh how I miss them - - -                                                                                                            

1Lt. Stephen C. Ananian 
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Approaching the Speed of Sound 
On 21st of November ’44 my plane was getting its 200-hour maintenance 

check so I was flying our Squadron CO’s brand new P-51! We started out on an 
escort mission to Merseburg but that was changed due to bad weather. The 
bombers were forced to hit targets east of the Ruhr instead. A large airfield 
northeast of Munster was attacked. I was flying Tom Rich’s wing when we spotted 
several airborne “bandits” and gave chase. One of them was an ME-109 with 
strange elliptical wings. Something like a spitfire’s but narrower! When he turned the 
pilot pulled Con Trails from his wing tips! He was fast and it looked like he could have 
easily out-maneuvered us! Not good! 

It was a wild dog fight that I will not forget! I was diving to stay on Tom’s wing 
when my controls froze up and the aircraft started to “Porpoise” (oscillate up and 
down like they do when swimming over the wave tops). I looked at my right wing 
and the aluminum skin was rippling like it was aluminum foil! My speed had 
approached the “Speed of Sound” and hit “Compressibility” (when the air builds up 

Computer drawing by David Ails - friend of the 339th FG 
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around the wings and control surfaces). I do not recall ever having been trained to 
recover from this situation but I used common sense! Pulled the throttle back to 
reduce the speed and eased back on the stick. Slowly I regained control and 
recovered from the dive and was able to get right back on Tom’s wing. The “109” 
made a sharp turn to the left pulling con trails from his wing tips as he did so. Then 
for no reason at all he straightened out – fatal mistake - Tom gave him a few bursts 
and shot him down. Another “Kraut” had bit the dust! 

We later figured the German pilot must have blacked out in the turn! They did 
not have “G” suits like we did! On our return home I was careful to make as soft a 
landing as possible and eased her down gently. I did not know what damage I 
could have sustained in that dive. I 
informed the Crew chief and noted in 
the form 1A that I had hit 
compressibility. 

That night at Mess our 
Operations Officer Pat Bova 
approached me and started “Balling 
me out” for making such a rough 
landing and ruining the CO’s brand 
new P-51. I of course told him that I 
had made a very soft landing. He 
invited me and Tom to accompany 
him to the hanger and inspect the 
damage. Pat said, “All the rivet holes 
are stretched and elongated ½” from 
Nose to tail.” I told him if I had made a 
rough landing it would have bent the 
landing gear before rivet holes were 
stretched - - - then I stepped back 
and looked at the plane and said to 
Pat, “Where is the paint?” All the paint 
had been burned off! Luckily I had 
noted in the form 1A that I had hit Compressibility. The heat generated by the dive 
had burned all the paint off and that new Mustang went to the junk heap, good 
only for spare parts! 

I guess the records for our mission that day should read:- 
Claims 
 1 - Me 109 destroyed Tom Rich  
Losses 
 1 P-51 Lt Steve Ananian. (pilot walked away alive)             
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tom Rich and I 
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Drawing by Dave Ailes 
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My Last Mission – 63rd? 
On April 10th 1945 my best friend Tom Rich and I 

flew up to Preswick Scotland in a two seat AT-6 for my 
Diplomatic Assignment. We were to fly fifty P-51s to 
Sweden, a neutral country! 

An Attaché from the American Embassy briefed us 
on the flight. The war with Hitler was about over, but how 
would it end? Would all the German Forces lay down their 
Arms or will they resist in pockets throughout the world? 
Would submarine commanders form wolf packs and join 
Japanese forces? 

Of particular concern to the Allies were the 50,000 
crack Panzer forces in Norway. Would we now have to 
invade Norway? It was estimated that an invasion of 
Norway would have cost us anywhere from fifty to one 
hundred thousand casualties. We had lost 3,000 in the 
invasion of the beaches of Normandy on D-Day, what would 
the losses be trying to scale the 400-foot cliffs of the Fjords 
of Norway? Someone came up with the suggestion that we 
ask Sweden, a neutral country to ask the German troops in 
Norway to lay down their arms and surrender to them. 
Since the Swedes had allowed supplies to go through their 
territory for the troops, the Germans might be agreeable to 
this ‘face-saving’ solution. 

Sweden agreed to the proposal. The only problem was that the Swedes were 
being asked as policemen to go in without Arms. The Americans agreed to give the 
Swedes brand new P-51 Mustang Fighters to assist them in their endeavor for peace. I 
was to fly one of these planes. We were all chosen because of our Combat records! The 
Embassy wished to impress the Swedes. 

Our mission was to fly one Fighter Group of new unmarked fighter planes to 
Sweden escorted by an unmarked bomber, a B-17. The bomber carried a Swedish 
observer on board that spoke English and had the ability to act as our air-controller. 
The Flying Fortress would also carry our luggage and dress uniforms, pressed and 
complete with medals attached (not ribbons). They even had the “Good Conduct” medal 
which an officer never gets since he is always expected to have good conduct. Our 
uniforms were hung in the “bomb bays” on specially fitted pipe racks. Once we took off 
the planes were technically Swedish property and we were in their Air Force. Since we 
were now ‘neutrals’ we were under orders not to fire upon any Germans unless 
attacked! This was laughable. I was not about to ignore the dreaded Swastika if I saw 
one! 

This plan had two serious flaws. Allied aircraft always destroyed unmarked 
aircraft since the enemy flew our captured planes into our bomber formations and shot 
them down! To solve that problem all allied flights would be called off in the area on the 
day that we ferried the planes to Stockholm! There was one more problem; these P-51s 

 

  The coveted Gold Medal of 
Vassa, 8th denomination. 
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were brand new, just assembled out of the packing cases. They had not been previously 
flown. The route to Sweden was a five-hour flight over water, this I personally objected 
to. Having been in the North Sea once, I felt it was taking a needless risk and I said so! 
The “Brass” agreed to stop all flights in Scotland while we “test-hopped” the Mustangs 
and made certain they were in flyable condition. Takeoff for Sweden was scheduled 
early on April 13th, 1944. That morning at briefing we learned that President Roosevelt 
had died and the flight was delayed for an hour while black armbands were hurriedly 
sewn on our dress uniforms. 

A jeep drove me out to my ‘Bird”. It was parked at revetment #13. I happened to 
look at the serial number on the tail. It contained two thirteens. It was a good thing I 
was not superstitious. We were taking off on Friday the 13th from Revetment #13 in a 
plane unmarked except for a serial number with two thirteens in it. 

The course was a five-hour hop over water. We had to approach Stockholm 
through a narrow corridor ten-miles wide near Norway. If we strayed off course we 
would be shot down! I did not like it. I had finished my tour of duty and was now 
volunteering to get shot down by the Germans in Norway or going down with 
mechanical failure in the North Sea again. Imagine the headlines in the New York 
Times. “New Yorker Shot Down on his First and Last Mission! Downed in North Sea!”   

 B-r-r-r ! !  
 As we approached Stockholm we were informed that there was a snowstorm over 

the field and it was expected to move out in a few minutes. We were asked if we would 
fly over Stockholm and give the Swedes a show? Were they crazy? Never! Never ask 
fifty war weary fighter pilots to put on a show. We vented our pent-up energy and gave 
the people of Stockholm one hell of a performance! 

We strung out in trail and flew down streets, under bridges, along bicycle paths 
and over the King’s Palace. 

 

 

 A portion of a Stockholm newspaper article – with a photograph of a stunt pilot flying 
under the “West Bridge!” 
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Swedes line up at the rail to look down at North American AT-6 flying under 
Stockholm’s West Bridge. This stunt commemorates the 50th Anniversary of the flight of my 
buddies, “The Crazy Americans” and I on Friday, April 13th 1945! 
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Years later on the 50th Anniversary of this date, Sune Lundberg, a Swede sent 
me a copy of a local newspaper heralding a stunt pilot’s flight under a bridge in a small 
plane to commemorate the occasion. The headline proclaimed, “Not since the crazy 
Americans in 1945, has anyone flown under the West Bridge!”  

The snowstorm had moved on and 
we landed at the airfield crowded with 
thousands of people along the runway. It 
was a sight to behold. I pulled onto the 
Tarmac and a young lady ran up to my 
plane and pasted three swastikas on the 
side, confirming my kills. An Attaché from 
the American Consulate debriefed me and 
my gun camera films were confiscated. We 
were ordered not to mention the demise of 
the three ME-109s. That subject never 
came up again. However, at a News 
Conference that followed our landing he 
introduced me as a ”Hot Piloten,” (a Hot 
Pilot!) A year after my separation from 
service I received a package in the mail. It contained a letter saying that the Congress 
of the United States had approved this foreign award. (“The Lindberg Law” resulted 
when Charles Lindberg accepted a medal from Adolph Hitler before WW II causing the 
U.S. much embarrassment. Congress passed a law prohibiting any Americans from 
accepting medals from foreign governments without their approval.) With the letter 
there was a medal and a certificate from the King of Sweden awarding me the Gold 
Medal of Vassa, 8th denomination. I guess the King and I were still friends after my 
having downed three ‘Krauts’ while I was flying in his Mustang! 

After eight days of banquets and entertainment I returned back to Scotland on 
the “Mid-Night Airline.” This was an undercover Airline operated by American aircrews 
that had been interned in Sweden during the war. They were operating an Airline using 
their combat bombers as passenger planes. These men had sworn not to attempt an 
escape by mutual agreement with our government and Sweden. The planes painted 
black, flew nightly between Scotland and Stockholm carrying ‘Top Secret’ passengers. 

The end result of this mission is not clear, since no one knows what the intention 
of the German troops were. 

We do know for certain that Norway was not invaded and the loss of life that 
would have most certainly resulted did not happen! 

I like to think I might have had something to do with that.                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Me – dressed in civilian clothes at lakeside in 
Saltsjobaden, Sweden 
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My haven away from the war 
When I returned back to my base in England, my commanding officer informed 

me I was scheduled to leave England on board the Isle De France, which was departing 
on VE Day. That morning I asked my Squadron CO permission to make one last flight 
in a P-51. My wingman Thomas Marvel, who was there, asked if he might join me. Col. 
Joe Thury said, “Look Ananian don’t do anything stupid!” He had seen the smile on 
Tom’s face. 

Near the war’s end I had landed at “Le Bourget” airfield outside of Paris to 
refuel, but I had never seen the city from the air. Since Paris was declared an “Open 
City,” we were forbidden to fly over it during the war. I took this opportunity to see the 
sights and flew from England to Paris low on the deck looking over the countryside. I 
flew over Paris at a thousand feet and saw the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame, the Louvre 
and the Seine. We then dove down along the Champs-Elysées with Tom on my wing 100 
feet above the ground! What a thrill, people strolling along the streets of Paris and here 
we were flying inches above them! Over the Arc De Triomphe along the wide avenues 
and through the Etoiles. We then climbed to gain altitude as we ‘waggled’ our wings 
goodbye and headed toward London. 

London had been off limits also, there were barrage balloons flying all around the 
city to keep enemy aircraft away. Today the balloons had been removed, so we turned 
for home via London. We flew low over Trafalgar Square and pulled up in a sharp climb 
over Lord Nelson’s Statue and waved goodbye to the people of London, Piccadilly Circus, 
the English beer and the fish ‘n chips wrapped in newsprint. 

We landed in Fowlmere and Joe Thury was waiting for us. He 
was not at all happy! There had been calls from all over complaining 
about P-47s with red and white-checkered noses that were causing 
havoc over Paris and London. I told him it could not be us because we 
were flying P-51s, so what was he worried about? He said, “They saw 
checkered noses! Most civilians don’t know a Mustang from a 
Thunderbolt! Who are you kidding?” I said, “Joe what are you going 
to do? Court Martial me and send me home?”  His face changed to a 
smile and he shook his head. 

“Ananian you get in that AT-6, NOW! I am personally flying 
you out of here before you get killed! I owe that to your Mother!” I 
climbed into the front seat and flew Col. Thury, my gear and myself 
to Scotland. We saluted, bid Farewell and I boarded the Luxury 
Liner for home. 

On board the Isle De France (which was the same ship I had 
come to Europe on), I walked into my assigned stateroom and my 
best friend Tom Rich was there, waiting for me. He had finished his 
tour while I was in Sweden and was returning home with me. Tom 
and I were sharing a stateroom! This was a little parting gift he and 
Joe Thury had arranged. Next stop the Statue of Liberty!  

We were going home for “Rest And Rehabilitation,” 
and then on to Tokyo!                                                                                                                              
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A ‘Soft’ Landing! 
The Atom Bomb ended my flying career. Piloting Airliners just is not my “cup of tea”. I 

was a fighter pilot, not a bus driver! 
My hunger for the skies had been satiated; my thirst for flight had been quenched! My 

oldest sister, Anna had died a month before I was called to active duty leaving a six-month old 
child and husband. My sister Martha was married and raising a family. My brother Harry was 
also married. My parents were aging and not well. They needed me! 

I put aside my helmet and goggles because I felt flying and raising families are 
incompatible. Do not misunderstand it is not that I feel that flying is dangerous, because it is 
not! It is the constant attention and training that aviation requires that leaves one little time 
for his family. Besides, it caused my mother much too much anxiety for any mother to have to 
bear. My family meant too much to me. 

On Easter Sunday, April 21st 1946 I married Isabel Gefairjian. She is the daughter of 
Hagop Gefairjian and Araxi Odabashian. We have two sons Clifford Hagop and Stephen Carnig 
Jr. Stephen is still a bachelor but Clifford married and has four children. They are Clifford 
Scott, Christopher Lee, Megan Nichole and Stephen Brock. 

The members of my fighter group meet annually. I have been the secretary for many 
years and a few years ago I also started editing the quarterly newsletter. My lovely bride and I 
enjoy the presence of our family around us and the comforts of old age. The yearning to fly is 
always there, but I am far too old. Every so often I hear the beautiful song of the Mustang 
overhead and I walk outside to watch that lovely “Bird” flying in the blue skies above. I dream 
of those years at Fowlmere and my fallen comrades who gave their lives for all of us and I thank 
God for these dedicated youth that constantly defend us. 

The last stanza of the Army Air Force Song says it all!                                                                 
- - - If you should live to be a gray-haired wonder, 
Keep your nose out of the blue. 
Flying men, guarding our nation’s borders, 
We'll be there followed by more. 
In echelon, we carry on, 
Nothing will stop the Army Air Corps! 

        
 

                                                            

 
 
 

 

From L to R Brock, Scott, Megan and 
Chris. Isabel and I are in the rear. Photo 
taken Christmas 1997. 
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Charles A. Lindbergh  

Charles Augustus Lindbergh became interested in 
flying while a mechanical engineering student at the 
University of Wisconsin, leaving the school in 1922 to devote 
his life to aviation. Working his way through flight school, he 
purchased a war surplus Curtiss Jenny in 1923 at what is 
now Souther Field in Americus Georgia. He climbed into the 
plane and taught himself to fly. (Twenty years later I soloed 
at that same field in a Bi-Plane as Lindbergh had done. I was 
honored!) 

After a year of barnstorming, he entered the Army Air Service Flying School 
and received his pilot wings in 1925 (I got mine 19 years later in 1944). Returning to 
civilian aviation, more barnstorming and instructing, he became an Air Mail pilot in 
1926. His route from St. Louis to Chicago provided him an accelerated 
accumulation of flying experience at night and in adverse weather. 

On May 20, 1927 at 7:52 a.m., Lindbergh took off from Roosevelt Field on Long 
Island for Paris, carrying sandwiches, water, maps and charts, and a limited number 
of other items he deemed absolutely necessary. He fought fog, icing and 
drowsiness (he hadn't been able to sleep the night before taking off) during the 
historic trip. On May 21, 33 ½ hours later, (10:22 p.m. French time) Lindbergh set the 
Spirit of St. Louis down at Le Bourget Field near Paris. He had flown over 3,600 miles 
and became the first to fly solo non-stop from New York To Paris across 
the Atlantic.  

 

General James "Jimmy" H. Doolittle 
 

Born on December 14, 1896, in Alameda, California, 
Doolittle grew up there and in Nome, Alaska. In October 
1917 he enlisted in the army reserve. Assigned to the Signal 
Corps, he served as a flying instructor during World War I, 
was commissioned first lieutenant in the Air Service, regular 
army, in July 1920, and became deeply involved in the 
development of military aviation. On September 24, 1922, 
he made the first transcontinental flight in under 24 hours. 

The army sent him to the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology for advanced engineering studies. Assigned to 
test-facility stations, he spent five more years in diverse 
phases of aviation, in September 1929 making the first 
successful test of blind, instrument-controlled landing techniques.  
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Shortly before US entry into World War II, he returned to active duty as a major 
with the Army Air Corps. After a tour of industrial 
plants then converting to war production, he 
joined A.A.C. headquarters for an extended 
period of planning that bore spectacular results 
on April 18, 1942. From the deck of the carrier 
Hornet, Doolittle, led a flight of sixteen B-25 
bombers on a daring raid over Japan, hitting 
targets in Tokyo, Yokohama, and other cities, 
scoring a moral huge victory.  

The Japanese High Command were so 
alarmed by the American's ability to strike at their 
homeland they attempted to expand the 
perimeter of activity in the central and southern 
Pacific - with disastrous results. Lt. Col. Doolittle 
was awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor 
in recognition of the extraordinary feat he and his 
gallant crews performed. Miraculously most 
survived to fly and fight again later in the war, 
Jimmy Doolittle going onto command the Eighth 
Air Force in Europe at the time of the Normandy 
invasion.  

From January 1944 to September 1945, he 
directed intensive strategic bombing of Germany. In 1945, when air operations 
ended in the European theater, he moved with the Eighth Air Force to Okinawa in 
the Pacific. In May 1946 he returned to reserve status and civilian life. He served on 
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics from 1948 to 1958, the Air Force 
Science Advisory Board, and the President's Science Advisory Committee. Gen. 
Doolittle retired from both the Air Force and civilian life in 1959, but remained active 
in the aerospace industry.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

   

 
 

 

   L-R Gen Woodbury, my CO Col. 
Henry and Gen Doolittle in one of 
his frequent visits to Fowlmere. 

Primary Trainer, Stearman PT-17, Kaydet. I soloed in an airplane like this at Souther 
Field in Americus, GA in 1943. Same field as Charles Lindbergh but twenty years later. How 
lucky could I be? 
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By 

C. Nethaway, 
J. Starnes, 

others unknown 
and I, 

 S.C. Ananian 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1st/Lt. Evan M. Johnson, 5th, came from a long military line. The first Evan M. 

Johnson served as a chaplain with the early American troops during the Revolutionary 
War in 1775. Captain Evan M. Johnson, 2nd, served as a Union infantry officer in the 
Civil War and General Evan M. Johnson, 3rd, commanded the First Army with the 
American Expeditionary forces during WW I. 

In WW II Major Evan M. Johnson, 4th, served with the Engineers in India while 
1st/lt. Evan M. Johnson, 5th, was a fighter “Ace” credited with destroying 6 enemy 
aircraft while serving with the 505th Fighter Squadron of the 339th Fighter Group. 

This is the story of the plane 1st/Lt. Evan M. Johnson, 5th, flew! 
 – (Data from files of Capt. Charles Nethaway, Public Relations Officer 339th FG) 
 
 Before the war, as a New Yorker I guess I never knew much about New Jersey. 

While in school I worked as an ‘errand boy’ and was familiar with the New York 
Subways, the Hudson Tubes, Jersey City and Hoboken. Once I walked across the 
George Washington Bridge and back but that was the extent of my out-of-state travel. 

On Saturday 8 July 1944 the fighter pilots gathered at the Officer’s Club on the 
Air Base at Fowlmere in England. They were preparing to attend ceremonies at the 
Flight Line. A brand new P-51 Mustang was about to be “Christened” and given a ‘Test 
Hop’. It was to be some sort of Public Relations Event and several truckloads departed 
to witness the procedures at the field. 

1/Lt Evan M. Johnson, the 5th, was one of our hot pilots at the time. He was 
credited with having destroyed four enemy aircraft and two more were pending 
confirmation. “Johnny” was on a roll! His P-51 was an old model so the Brass decided to 
reward him with a brand new model D with bubble canopy and six fifty caliber machine 
guns in the wings. 

1st/Lt. Evan M. Johnson, 5th, is the pilot of The COMET. 
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HACKENSACK HIGH SCHOOL 
Hackensack, New Jersey 

 
                                                                                                              June 5, 1944. 
To The Pilot of This P-51: 

During the past school year, the students of our school have worked very 
hard in order to sell enough War Bonds to purchase your new plane. You see, we 
have always wanted to feel that, though we can’t fight, we have done our utmost 
to aid in the war effort. This plane is our humble contribution. 

We would like to ask as a personal favor to us if you will name your plane 
“The Comet.” The reason we chose this name is not only because it is such a 
fitting title for a plane of this type, but “Comet” is our school emblem. 

All of us have a personal interest in this plane and we might say, a 
personal interest in you. In fact, we would be highly honored if we could call you 
“our Pilot,” or, in other words, we would like to adopt you. 

We fervently hope this plane will be as powerful and as dependable as it 
looked to us, and to you we wish “God Speed.”  

Students of Hackensack High School. 
 

In the cockpit of this lovely silver bird was a letter. It read: - 
The High School students were right regarding the power of the plane. It had 

been built at the North American plant in Englewood California. With the name “The 

COMET” stenciled on it’s nose, it flew from California to New York City in 6 hrs 
39mins, setting the speed record for piston driven aircraft that has remained unbroken 
until a few years ago. Upon arrival in New York the wings were removed and the 
aircraft was prepared for shipment overseas to the United Kingdom. Here it was 
assigned to our outfit, the 505th Fighter Squadron, of the 339th Fighter Group. 

The 339th was what they called a “hot” outfit and was setting records on nearly 
every mission. We had destroyed over 100 
enemy aircraft in the first 100 days of 
combat. An event never heard of, then or 
since. 

Because of our abilities, we were 
assigned the task of testing the new Top 
Secret ‘G’ Suits. These ‘pressure suits’ 
prevented pilots from ‘Blacking Out’ in the 
tight turns and gave us a decided advantage 
over the enemy. 

1/Lt. Johnson wrote the kids at Hackensack High and thanked them for his 
brand new silver bird. Late in the afternoon, he climbed into the Mustang as the crowds 
watched! Flash bulbs flashed, shutters clicked and off roared Evan into the ‘Wild Blue’. 
He pointed that nose straight up and in just a few minutes he was at 20,000 feet 
performing aerobatics. Suddenly a P-47 Thunderbolt from the airfield next-door at 
Duxford (78th FG) pounced on the “Comet” in an attempt to engage in a mock ‘Dog 
Fight’. Evan being the experienced fighter pilot that he was, pulled the Mustang into a 

      The name “THE COMET” was stenciled 
on the side of the nose of the P-51 at the 
factory. 
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sharp turn to avoid the “Thunderbolt.” There was a loud sickening ”C-E-R-R-A-C-K” 
and the wings of that beautiful silver bird peeled off, narrowly missing the pilot trapped 
in the cockpit!  

Johnson’s Chute got tangled in the falling wreckage as he ‘Hit the Silk.’ It took 
the pilot ten full minutes with his chute oscillating violently to come down to earth. He 
hit the ground in a heap 10 miles north of the field and was hospitalized for a week with 
a broken ankle and minor injuries. 

Johnny told the kids back in New 
Jersey there would always be a COMET, 
and indeed there was! The next 
replacement P-51 was again named The 
Comet. Evan Johnson never flew it.  

Fighter pilots tend to be 
superstitious and he figured it was just 
bad luck! He finished his tour of duty 
flying in another P-51D and named it 
after his first Bird, “Pistol Packin’ Mama!” 

He never got another Kill! 
I married my lovely Isabel after the 

war and moved to New Jersey. No not 
Hackensack, but it’s pretty close, we 
moved to the town of River Edge. It is not 
more than two miles away. I have 
watched the Hackensack High School 
Comets play ball and of course I always 
rooted for “my team.” I never told anyone 
this story. I just did not have the heart to 
tell anyone of the Comet’s demise. 

So what did happen to that 
beautiful silver Mustang called The Comet? What made that aircraft shed its’ wings 
and hurtle through the air like it’s namesake? 

There are three suppositions on this but no one will ever know for sure. Almost 
certainly the wing mounts were damaged in the shipment across the ocean. It is also 
possible, but not at all probable that it was not reassembled correctly upon landing in 
England. Our ground crews were just too good for that to have occurred. The third 
reason is interesting to say the least. There are some that believed the settings for the 
“G” suit (still experimental at that time) were improperly set and the pilot, not feeling 
the “Gs” just pulled the wings off. 

The Mustang was a sturdy aircraft Red-Lined at 575 mph in a dive. I have 
chased German jets and hit Compressibility (the “Speed of Sound”). It burned all the 
paint off the airplane and stretched the rivet holes from nose to tail, but those wings 
still stayed on. 

They say every cloud has a silver lining and in this case I believe it does! 
Evan was lucky! 
He was lucky those wings did not come off while he was engaged in a Dog Fight 

with the enemy over The Third Reich. If he had lived through the encounter and was 
fortunate, he would have ended up a POW in a German Stalag sipping Fritz’s Grass 

      Newspaper Clipping recently sent to me 
from Nick King, "Honorary Member of the 339th 
FG." Clipping states, “One of the 310th ferry 
pilots receives the paperwork for a P-51D 
before delivery. For some reason ‘The Comet’ 
had been stencilled on the new aircraft. It was 
unusual for an aircraft to be named before 
delivery.” 
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Soup and smoking dried-out tealeaves until he was liberated on VE Day! 
The students of Hackensack High were also fortunate! They not only had 

acquired a “fighter pilot” but they ended up with a whole Fighter Group! Many of us 
flew “The COMET” at one time or another. 

Their Fighter Group, the 339th, destroyed more aircraft on the ground per 
mission than any other Fighter 
Group in history. The 339th 
destroyed more aircraft in the air 
and ground combined per mission 
than any other Fighter Group. 
Their Group received the 
Presidential unit Citation for 
having destroyed more airplanes 
in two days of combat than any 
other group. 

It serves no useful purpose 
to continue but it’s a part of 
history that should be told! 

Thanks Hackensack! 
Thank you “Comets”! 

Unknown to you, you had indeed 
achieved your ambition. You 
succeeded in doing your utmost to 
aid in the war effort. Freedom is ours!                                                                      

                    
 
 
 
 

                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The demise of THE COMET! 

 

1st Lt. Evan M. Johnson, 5th, and his first Bird, 
 "Pistol Packin’ Mama" 
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Since the beginning of 
recorded history man has 
fought wars. They never are 
pretty. Carnage, rape, slavery, 
the burning of cities and 
homes, the barbaric treatment 
of men, women and children 
that’s what war is all about. 
Killing people and destroying 
things! 

At war’s end, the victor 
takes the spoils! The enemies 
are oppressed, enslaved and 
starved, countries are ravaged 
and territories acquired. 

World War II was no 
different. It started the same way! The Japanese invaded Manchuria. They burned, 
pillaged and destroyed Nanking, enslaving its people. Germany’s invasion of 
Europe and Russia, the atrocities of the concentration camps, and the execution of 
opposing forces, the pattern was the same. 

American prisoners of war forced on death marches through the Philippine 
jungles. Enduring tortures that only warped barbaric minds could conceive. You 
name it they did it! I need not list all the atrocities, for we certainly had reason to 
hate our enemies.  

Then it happened! We succeeded! We developed the Atom Bomb. 
We had an ATOMIC BOMB!  
We had the ability to wipe out all of mankind! Now it was our turn to seek 

vengeance! 
Many veterans that survived these atrocities say, “We should have dropped 

Atom Bombs and wiped every hated Japanese off the face of the Earth. We should 
have killed every Nazi S.O.B. and destroyed all of Germany!” 

Yes for what they did to us, we should have turned the island of Japan into a 
radioactive cinder! 

Why, we could have, and should have leveled all of Germany’s cities. We 
could have enslaved all of them. Put them in concentration camps and perform 
medical experiments on them as they had done to us! Oh what a great opportunity 
this was. 

We should ‘a, we could ‘a, but we DIDN’T!  
We did not do any of these things! 
Instead Under the Marshal plan we spent billions of dollars helping to build the 

Battleship California burns at Pearl Harbor 
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German economy. We spent billions more helping to rebuild Japanese Cities and 
industry. American taxpayers helped to rebuild England, France, Italy, The Soviet 
Union and all of Europe. You see that is what made World War II so unique! That is 
why the world remembers World War II. This was the Start of the Nuclear age. 

Instead of a Nuclear Holocaust, we brought Freedom and Liberty to our 
enemies. Unlike other wars we did not conquer and destroy! We were able to turn 
around thousands of years of historic practice! We brought ‘Democratic 
Governments’ and ‘Freedom’ to people that was totally unfamiliar with these 
privileges. For the first time since recorded history, man had become truly ‘Civilized.’ 
We refused to retaliate in kind. Instead America is constantly there when the 
peoples of the world need us. When Berlin was ‘Blockaded’ American airmen flew 
around the clock to feed their former enemies. When there are Earthquakes, 
Typhoons or Starvation throughout the world it’s America that is there to help. 

Freedom is not free, nor is it easy. We fought for the right of our enemies to live 
next door to us, and to live there in peace. We fought for his right to express his 
thoughts and his beliefs even though it might be contrary to our own. 

I hear people lamenting the fact that the World War II generation is dead or 
dying  - - - That our ideals are no longer understood or pursued - - -  

How wrong they are! We, the whole world, saw it on September eleventh! Just 
look at those firefighters, the police and those emergency workers in New York City, 
rushing into burning collapsing buildings and rescuing twenty to thirty thousand 
people. Knowing they were giving their own lives so others might live. 

That is what America is all about! 
America is not only a country but it is a way of life! There will always be those 

that will call for an end to the fighting. They will call for an end to the killing, maiming 
and destruction that wars bring. 

Man is Civilized, but he is not dumb! He cannot allow terrorists to kill his wife, his 
children, and destroy his family! They will point to you and criticize you, while they 
lavish in the luxury of the freedom and liberty that you and others, give your life for. 

The spirit of Liberty and Freedom still exists in this country! 
We of the World War II generation turn to you now and pass on the ‘Torch of 

Freedom’. Don’t be frightened. We know you can do it, for you are our children and 
grandchildren. We taught you, just as our parents taught us. 

Take it! Bring freedom to all of mankind, but remember always what you saw 
in New York City! 

Freedom is not free! Last September nearly 3,000 people paid for it with their 
lives. 

Take the torch! 
Run with it!  
 

               
The above is a portion of a speech given on Veteran’s Day 2001 to members of the 

Sevier Middle School and WW II Veterans in Greenville, SC by the author. 
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Veteran’s Day 2002 
 

The greeting between us Americans is 
“Good Day”. In short you are saying “I hope 
you had a good day.” In Armenian the word 
is “Pahrev.”  The meaning is the same! 

Aloha is the greeting of Hawaiians. It 
means, “Hello, How are you!” It also means, 
“Farewell, or ‘till we meet again.”  

When Marines greet one another they 
say, “Semper Fi!” It is a contraction of the 
Latin phrase, “Semper Fidelis,” meaning 
“Always Faithful.” It is the motto of the Marine 
Corps.  

“Semper Fi!” is more than a mere 
greeting to a Marine. It is a pledge. It’s an 
oath that means, “I am there when you need 
me, I will never leave you on the field of 

battle. I will never desert you! You can depend on me!” 
We Americans pledge allegiance to the flag. It is an Oath that we take to our 

country. It is not a prayer, as some would have us believe.  
Doctors upon completing their course of studies take the centuries old, 

Hippocratic Oath. They pledge to save lives, never to take them! 
When lawmakers are elected to office, they are sworn in, they take an oath 

to uphold the Constitution of the United States and to perform their duties with 
honor!  

I am a ‘First Generation American’. That means I am the first generation in my 
family to be born in this, “the Land of the Free!” Both my parents were born in a little 
village in the mountains of Eastern Europe. Mom and Dad immigrated to this great 
land of ours to escape religious persecution. 

They were so proud of this, “Land of Sweet Liberty.” 
How proud, how elated, how overjoyed, they were to become American 

Citizens. 
When the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, I was an engineering student at 

New York University. Upon hearing the news of the attack, I rushed home to inform 
my family that I intended to enlist in the Army and fight against our country’s 
enemies. 

My father, seeing that I was having difficulty getting the words out, said to me, 
“Son, your country needs you! What are you going to do about it?”  

The following morning I enlisted and a short time later, my parents were 
bidding their son farewell as he went off to war. 

by Ron Miller
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Mother hugged me with tears in her eyes and said, “Do not dishonor your 
father’s name.”  

I will never forget it! Honor meant so much to our parents! 
I enlisted in the Army Air Corps as an Aviation Cadet and attended the ‘West 

Point of the Air’ at Maxwell field in Montgomery Alabama. In the Army, a student in 
a Military Academy is called a Cadet! Upon completion of the courses, the Cadet 
graduates and receives a Second Lieutenant’s Commission from the President of 
the United States. He then takes an “Oath of Allegiance” and becomes an “Officer 
and a Gentleman.” 

“A Gentleman”, a person of honor! How very important that is! 
The motto of the military academy at West Point is, “Duty, Honor, Country.”  

Three words!  Note the order of that oath. First Duty, then Honor and finally Country, 
in that order. 

What does it mean?  
DUTY! You will perform the task that you were trained to do to the best of your 

ability. 
HONOR! Your personal honor comes next! This is what makes the American 

military so unique. You, an officer, will not Murder, Rape, Pillage nor will you permit it 
to happen! 

COUNTRY! You will fight and die if necessary for your country and what it 
stands for. , Duty, Honor, Country! That’s what it is all about.  

Today is Veterans Day. We honor those great patriots that pledged to make 
the ultimate sacrifice if necessary, for their country. We, the fortunate veterans, are 
here to honor our comrades who did make that sacrifice and are no longer with us. 

Those of us that saw combat, cannot forget the young faces of our fellow 
servicemen that gave their lives. They gave their lives so that you and I can live in 
freedom in this “Sweet Land of Liberty”. There is not a day that goes by that we 
veterans do not ask why we were spared and why we were given this great gift of 
freedom. Two out of three of my fellow airmen never returned. Do not take their gift 
to you lightly! 

They paid dearly for that gift. They paid for it with their lives. Cherish it! Deserve 
it! Earn it! 

Earn it by dedicating your life to the propagation of that great dream of 
mankind! 

FREEDOM !  Freedom to be the best that we can be! 
Please, do not let them down!   

 

 

 

 

                                                                      

 On Nov 11, 2002, I was again asked to speak to the students of the Sevier Middle School in 
Greenville, South Carolina at their Veteran’s Day program. The above is a portion of that speech.  
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By S. C. Ananian 
Often I am approached by members of 

the younger generation, and thanked for 
having served my country during its time of 
need. During these occasions, I am often 
referred to as a hero. 

I am not a HERO! 
Hero is a word that has been used 

too casually in recent years.  
The word hero should be placed in its 

proper perspective. It is a term of honor 
that I do not deserve. 

We are now celebrating the opening 
of the National WW II Memorial in 
Washington DC. Part of this memorial is a 
wall. This wall is covered with four thousand 
gold stars on a blue field. The stars 
represent the four hundred thousand 
Americans that gave their lives for our 
country during the War! 

These Americans made the ultimate sacrifice! There is no doubt that they are 
indeed heroes. 

As a combat veteran of WW II, I had the honor and privilege to have fought 
with great men. To allow someone to refer to me, as a hero would be a travesty! It 
embarrasses me to say the least! I can appreciate one’s desire to flatter yours truly 
by referring to me in that way, but this simply is not the case! 

Oh I have seen heroes! I have seen too many bombers flying through those 
black puffs of anti-aircraft fire - - straight toward certain death. I have searched the 
skies for the little black dots that were men jumping from the flaming wreckage of 
their aircraft, trying to escape from a fiery death. 

I have watched ‘sure enough’ heroes in combat - - Watching for agonizing 
minutes, looking for that blossoming parachute that too often never came as those 
men plunged slowly to their deaths. Those valiant young men that once were the 
students you went to school with or the “Soda Jerk” at the corner Drug Store, just a 
few months before. 

Two out of three airmen in the Eighth Air Force, two out of three of my buddies 
were Killed, Missing In Action or became Prisoners of War during WW II. Many of 
them died performing courageous deeds under impossible circumstances. 

They were the true heroes! - - Not me! 
My generation is referred to as the “Greatest Generation” but I respectfully 

disagree with that assessment. I look at the generation that fought in the Korean 
War or the veterans of the Vietnam War, who also sacrificed their lives. Those young 
veterans that then returned to a country that scorned them, spat upon them and 
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derided their service for the cause of freedom. To endure treatment like that took 
great courage, and they deserve our never-ending gratitude. 

I see it in the veterans of the Gulf War, the liberation of Afghanistan and Iraq; 
these are our children and grandchildren. They are truly the “Greatest Generation”! 
These are all volunteers, in the service of our country, fighting to free the world of the 
evil terrorists that do not have the courage to show their faces. They chose to use 
their women and children to fight in their stead. 

These then, our grandchildren are the “Greatest Generation”! 
We are so proud of them! We are proud of these Americans that fight 

terrorism abroad and in this country so that we may live in peace! 
You could see it on “Nine Eleven”. You could see it in the faces of those 

firemen as they walked to almost certain death to rescue those trapped in the 
burning buildings of the World Trade Center. We watched the sacrifices of the 
Police, Fire and Emergency Squads who performed so heroically to save lives! 

Yes I am not a hero. I am just an ordinary American who loves his country. I 
used to wear the gold eagle on my lapel that indicates I am a veteran of WW II, but 
I have since replaced that pin. I now proudly wear the American Flag for all to see! 

You see I am not a hero! I am an American! - - A Patriot! 
Yes, that’s it! If you want to make me feel good, if you wish to praise me, 

flatter me, just call me that - - a patriot! 
I am not a hero!  
I am - - a Patriot! 
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